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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.
U. S.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF EXPERIMEN'.l' STATIONS,

Washington, D. O., January 27, 1899.
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a second report
on the agricultural investigations in Alaska, prepared under your instructions in compliance with the provisions of the acts of Congress making
appropriations for this Department for the fiscal years ending June 30,
1898, and June 30, 1899, which authorized the Secretary of Agriculture
to investigate and report to Congress upon the agricultural resources
and capabliities of Alaska, with special reference to the desirability
and feasibility of the establishment of agricultural experiment stations
in said Territory, as has been done in other States and Territories, and
to select suitable locations for such stations.
This report gives an account of the investigations in Alaska during
the calendar year 1898. It records the first attempts made by this
Department to conduct experimental inquiries in that Territory as well
as the continuance of an agricultural and botanical survey. There are
included therein reports of Prof. 0. 0. Georgeson, special agent in charge
of the Alaska investigations, and Dr. Walter H. Evans, botanist of
this Office.
This report has been transmitted to Congress and printed as a document of the House of Representatives. Congress having further
ordered the printing of a special edition for the use of this Department,
I respectfully suggest that these copies be utilized as Bulletin No. 62
of this Office.
Respectfully,
A. 0. TRUE,
Director.
Hon. Jnrns WILSON,
Secretary of Agriculture.
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.AGRICULTURAL OAP.ABILITIES OF .AL.ASK.A.

MESSAGE
FROM THE

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES,
TRANSMITTING

A SECOND REPORT ON THE INVESTIGATIONS OF THE AGRICULTURAL CAP ABILITIES OF ALASKA FOR THE YEAR 1898.

JANUARY

'
20, 1899.-Referred to the Committee
on Agriculture and ordered to be
printe~.

:Po the Senate and House of Representatives :
l transmit herewith a second report on the investigations of the agricultural capabilities of .Alaska for the year 1898, in accordance with the
acts of Congress making appropriations for the Department of .Agriculture for the :fiscal years ending June 30, 1.898, and June 30, 1899.
WILLIAM MCKINLEY.
EXECUTIVE MA.NSION,

January 19, 1899.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF .AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF THE SECRE'l'.A.RY,

Washington, D. 0., January 13, 1899.
. SIR: I ~ave the honor_ to transmit herewith a second report on the
rnyestiga~wns of the agricultural capabilities of .Alaska, made in compliance with the acts of Congress making appropriations for this Depart!Ilent ~or t?e fiscal ye_ars en~ing June 30, 1898, and June 30, 1899. The
n~':est1gat10ns :tia-ye, m ~Y Judgment, s~own the ~esirability and feasib11Ity of estabhshrng agrrnultural experiment stat10ns in .Alaska and I
therefo~e recommend that defi1;1ite :r_>rovision be made by Oongr~ss for
the mamtenance of such stat10ns m that Territory on a permanent
basis, as is done elsewhere in the United States.
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,
JAMES WILSON, Secretary.
The PRESIDENT.
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U. S.

DEP .A.RTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT 8'.l'.A.TIONS,

Washington, D. O., January 10, 1899.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a report on the agricultural
investigations in Alaska conducted under my direction during the past
year. This report is in continuation of that transmitted to Congress
December 16, 1897, which was published as House of Representatives
Document No. 160, Fifty .fifth Congress, second session, and afterwards
as Bulletin No. 48 of this Office, and covers the work performed during
the calendar year 1898. The first appropriation for these investigations
was made to cover the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898. This appropriation of $5,000 was mainly expended in making a preliminary survey
of the agricultural conditions and possibilities of Alaska, which was
carried on during the summer of 1807, and was reported in the publications above referred to. By reason of the showing therein made of the
agricultural possibilities of Alaska and the feasibility of carrying on
useful investigations in that region, Congress continued the appropriation for the current fiscal year under the same terms as before, with an
increase in the amount to $10,000. As soon as this appropriation was
made, plans were formed for continuing the investigations. Prof. 0. 0.
Georgeson, a native of Denmark, and thoroughly familiar with the condition of agriculture in northern Europe, who had had a long experience as professor of agriculture and experiment worker in Japan and
Kansas, was transferred to this Office from the Division of .Agrostology
of thi Department and made special agent in charge of the .Alaska
inve tigation . .At the same time the Weather Bureau of this Department undertook the establishmeut of a special meteorological service for
Ala ka. ln this way thi Office has enjoyed the cordial cooperation of
th Weather Bureau in the Alaska work, and the aid which has been
giv n u by the Ohief of that Bureau and his assi tauts has been of
gr at rvice in our inve tigations. We have al o enjoyed the hearty
upport of the gov rnor of tlle Territory, lion. John G. Brady.
Only a mall portion of the fir t appropriation remained unexpei1ded
after th r port to Oongre had been prepared, so that com parati vely
littl work could be undertaken until after July I, 1898. From the fact
that th
on l appropriation wa unavailable until that date, our operai n' luring the pre ·ent ea on of plant growth have been greatly hamP r d. It wa arranged that h adquarters for the work of this Office
an th
ath r Bureau hould be first e tabli hed at Sitka. April 18,
Ir f . r
org '->ll 1 ft
hington, D. 0., but owing to delay at
at l did n t arriv at itka until fay 12. Mr. Ball, observer of the
h r ur au in ch rg of th
la kan rvice, reached Sitka about
r, y:. t
h p d th t th y might obtain quarter in the Governm n
1ildiug
Sitka bnt thi did not pr ve fi a ibl .
fter ome
lifli ul
Ii
LU l
t m r ry l a e of a small hou ' 0 1 which, howr , ~ I rly ,•uit
he requirem nt of their work.
n h ~th f ,Jun Dr.
. H. Evan , botani t of this Office pro1
~ J, k ,
11cl ·ontinu d tli botani ·al urvey of the ~oa t
_uun , th ummer.
1th ugh th
eriod of a •tive work was
1'11 h r , ur , nt · · mpli h d con iderable u, eful work
,f which ar i ninth ir rep rt trau ·mitt d h rewith.
'
;h r
f ro£ · or George on as in the following
reals,forage plant ,
po al by citizen f
ax, pot to , and a
ality were matured,
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and clover and grasses made an excellent growth. Useful data were
also obtained from these experiments regarding the effect of different
soil conditions on the germination of seed and the growth of plants.
(2) Experiments similar to those at S_itka, but more restricted in var~ety, were made at Skagway with the aid of Mr. George Sexton, a resident of that place.
(3) Observations and records of the soil te~p~ratures wer~ made at
Sitka and Skagway, and arrangements for similar observations were
made at a few other places.
(4) Samples of soils were collected at Sitka and at Kenai, in Cook
Inlet, of which moisture and other determinations were made under the
direction of the Chief of the Division of Soils of this- Department.
(5) Circulars of inquiry regarding agricult~ral conditio1;1s in ~ifferent
parts of Alaska, including both the coast region and the mter10r, were
sent out, and a number of replies are included in this report.
(6) A number of places in the coast region of Alaska were visited, and
surveys and reservations of land for experimental purposes were made
at Sitka, Kadiak Island, and Kenai, in Cook Inlet.
.
The botanical survey conducted by Dr. Evans was of shorter duration
than that of the previous year, and owing to the lack of transportation
facilities comparatively few places were visited. A considerable number of new specimens of the flora of the coast region were, however,
.collected. Several species were found which may prove of considerable
value as sand binders, for which there is great need in many localities
in the United States.
It is believed that the work of the past two seasons has been sufficient
to indicate the ways in which experimental investigations may be most
efficiently prosecuted in Alaska, and it is therefore planned to make
arrangements during the coming year for systematic experimental inq uiries in that Territory. With this in view headquarters have been established at Sitka, and it is proposed to erect there a building which will
contain offices, laboratories, and quarters for the special agent in charge
and the weather observer. Apparatus, •i mplements, furniture, work
animals, and other equipment will be purchased to meet the requirements of the work as far as our means will allow. As soon as practicable small buildings should also be erected on the land r-eserved at
Sitka and Kenai for field experiments. Much attention will necessarily
be given the coming season to the clearing and preparation of land for
exper~mental purp~ses. Tfiis_ will be done at Sitka, and, if feasible, at
Kenai. ~he e~pe!ime!lts which can be undertaken immediately will
neces_sarily b_e hm1ted _m scope and number, and will be confined to the
growmg of drfferent kmds of crops, studies of soils, and different methods of culture, and the preservation of grasses and forage plants. Seeds
and plants of varieties deemetl suitable for different parts of Alaska will
be procured from this country and abroad, and will be distributed to
such residents of Alaska as are prepared to make tests of them under
our dir_ection and report th_ereon.. It is hoped that before long experiments m ~he ?are and feedmg of hve stock may also be feasible.
. In C?nsi~ern~g what may reasonably be accomplished in experimental
mves!1gat10n~ 1~ Alaska, season by season, with the limited means at
our di~posal, 1t 1s nece~sary to keep distinctly in mind the difficulties
attendmg ~he prosecution of such work in that region. The Territory
covers an immense area and the regions in which our work must be
done are separated by great stretches of water forests or rugged
mountains. ?:ransporta.tion facilities by water alo~g the doast and on
the Yukon River are very meager, and on the land there are almost no
roads and comparatively few good trails. Regular means for land
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transportation are entirely lacking. The difficulties connected with
transportation not only make it impracticable for our agents to do
niuch traveling, but also very greatly increase the cost of living, wages
of persons employed for different kinds of service, and the equipment
and supplies necessary for oar work. When almost everything that is
needed to support life, includjng food, must be transported long distances by the most expensive methods, it will readily be seen that the
requirements of experimental investigations can only be met with
relatively large expense. To these things must be-added the shortness
of tbe season during which agricultural operations can be carried on.
Hindrances involving only a very few days' delay at the beginning of
the season may entirely frustrate the growing of crops during that
season. To be of any considerable value, agricultural investigations
must be thoroughly conducted, and it is imperative in Alaska, as elsewhere, that such operations shall be confined within such limits as will
give them a reasonable prospect of a successful issue. It is therefore
proposed to give our main attention at the outset to the establishment
of our work at Sjtka on an efficient basis, and to go beyond this only as
far as it is clear that the means at our disposal will give us tbe expectation of useful results. It is hoped that some preparatory work may be
done next season on the land reserved at Kenai and that preliminary
trials in the growth of different crops may also be made at Kadiak.
The survey of the agricultural possibilities of the vast region in the
interior will be prosecuted as means and opportunity may be afforded.
Experimental work in AlaRka must, for a considerable period, necessarily be of a comparatively simple character, with special reference to
determining what may be done in agriculture in different localities by
practical men under ordinary conditions. It is hoped, however, that by
bringing the aid of science and of experience under similar conditions
elsewhere to bear upon the solution of the more elementary problems
relating to the establishment of agriculture in Alaska that relatively
rapid progres may be made, and at least some of the most pressing
difficul ies which confront those attempting to follow this pursuit in
that region may be shown to be surmountable by well-directed efforts.
Further investigations have confirmed the conclusions stated in my
rep rt a year ago that, while for an indefinite period agriculture in
la, ka will be sub idiarytootherindu tries, it i. biglllyimportant t hat
r nu u effort hould be made to peedily discover the best ways in
whi ·h agri ul ure may be arried on in tb t Territory with a view to
< vin
h native opula ion from what i already more than a menace
f ,·t rvati n, and
n le the min r , fishermen, and oth r immigra:1t . m int iu l_i~ or
·ur a gr~at r d_ gr e of omfort by proh: m ,. m wh 1 r mp r th m tena1 which they requir for food.
L1 1 .
lon . . ~ r th perm n nt rganization of other indu m 1 , 1· n ll 1
n
'hown whether any con iderable amount
. l up1 li
m .· i · nimal ·an be produc d within the
1n r _. .
h
1 m nt of thi fulldamental que. tion by
· I . r. ti n m .
· m 1 by r id nt to d v lop agricultur , and
111 ~ •• run .n · '.
t fi _r h in thi r 1 ort, i the policy which I
. n . ly 1 • mm 11 fi r l
1 n b thi D partment and in upport
f w h ~ ·h I h I
i th
p rtm n t, ft m y ar to c r,
n · Inn l a
ke our ork eff ctive and ucc ful.
. 0. T
llt

ire.

, D'rector .
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF EXPERIMEN'l' STATIONS,

. Washington, D. O., January 10, 1899.
· Sm: I hav~ the honor to submit herewith a report of my work on
the investigations of the agricultural possibilities in Alaska. It covers
the period from April 18, when I left Washing.ton, until November 7,
when I returned. The intervening time was devoted to actual field
work, except for the time required in going and returning.
Very respectfully,
C. C. GEORGESON,
Special Agent in Charge of Alaska Investigations.
Dr. A. C. T:auE,
Director Office of Experiment Stations.

REPORT ON THE .AGRICULT-URAL INVESTIGATIONS
IN ALASKA.
By C. C.

GEORGESON,

M. S.

PLAN OF THE INVESTIGATIONS.

The character of the investigations described in this report and the
methods of procedure are outlined in the following extracts from th_e
letter of instructions given me by the Director of the Office of Experiment Stations:
Arrangements should be made promptly after your arrival at S~tka for beginning
experimental inquiries in the region near that place wherever suitable land can be
secured. The experiments should include tests of varieties of cereals, ':egetables,
and other plants; experiments with different _m ethods of culture and dramag_e, and
such other agricultural investigations as you may deem feasible to undertake with the
means at your disposal. Determinations of soil moisture and temperature and
observations of climatic conditions as related to the growth of native and other
economic plants should also be made. Arrangements should be made, if practicable,
for experiments later in the season in the curing and storage of forage plants and
especially in the use of silos. * * * You should, if practicable, select a limited
number of the most intelligent and most favorably located residents of Alaska who
are willing to engage to carry on investigations under your direction, and arrange
with these persons to make experiments as far as may seem to you desirable and
feasible. ·•· .,. * Previous to July 1, 1898, it is expected that your operations will
be confined to southern Alaska, and particularly to the vicinity of Sitka. * * * As
soon after July 1 as the work in your charge will permit you will proceed to visit
such points on or near the coast of Alaska north of Sitka as may seem most desirable
for the location of agricultural investigations. While on this journey you should,
if practicable, make selection at several points of lands suitable for agricultural
experiments, determine the metes and bounds of such lands, and take such steps as
may b o necessary and feasible to secure their reservation for the use of this Department for that purpose. You will, in particular, visit Kadiak Island, and, if feasible,
institute investigations there on the land set apart by the President's order of March
28, 1898, for the use of this Department, giving especial attention to problems
regarding the curing and storing of native forage plants and the shelter and care of
domestic animals. You will also examine carefully points on the shores of Cook
Inlet with reference to the location of agricultural investigations in that reo-ion
and, if P:acticable, arrange with resid_en~s there for some investigati?ns the pr;sent
o: following s~ason. It appears at this t1m_e _very doubtful whether it will be expedient or practicable for you to p ersonally V1S1t the Yukon Valley during the coming
open seas~m, and you should n?t a~te~pt to do this if, in you~ judgment, it will prevent or hmder the successful mst1tut10n or conduct of experimental inquiries elsewhere. You may, however, in your discretion, visit any interior points at which it
may seem practicable to institute experimental inquiries in the near future. It is
hoped, ~oreover, that b_y_c?rrespo~den~e or with ~he aid of Government agents, or
other r eliable persons vis1tmg the mter10r, you will be able to secure further information regarding the agricultural possibilities of that region.
7
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Plans were at once laid for the prosecution of the work as directed
in the foregoing instructions. A supply of seeds of nearly everything in
the line of garden ancl field crops which might be expected to grow
in Alaska was secured, and other necessary arrangements were made
for an early start, but, although I left Washington April 18 with a view
to take a steamer at Seattle scheduled to sail the 25th, I was delayed
twelve days in Seattle, until May 5, owing to an accident to one of the
steamers. The spring was, however, backward and rainy in Sitka the
past season and it would not have been practicable to have begun
planting before the middle of May, even though I had been there earlier.
It was found that agriculture, in the sense the term is understood in
the States, has never been practiced at Sitka, nor in fact anywhere
else in Alaska. Efforts in this direction have been confined to the cultivation of small garden patches for the growing of hardy vegetables,
chiefly potatoes and turnips. There was, therefore, no broken land
available for experiments on a field scale. However, through the
courtesy of the governor of the Territory, Hon. John G. Brady, who
placed his garden at my disposal, Rev. Father Anatole, of the Russian
Church, who gave me the use of a vacant lot under his control, and
Superintendent Kelley, of the Presbyterian Mission School, who placed
two small patches at my disposal, I was able to begin operations. In
addition to this, I also had the use ·of a small piece of land on J aponski
Island belonging to the Navy Department, permission for its use having
been obtained from the Secretary of the Navy. These somewhat widely
scattered patches, representiug a total area of about 2 acres, were dug
up at once and the seeds planted between May 18 and 28. This late
planting proved to be early enough, as the ground was still cold and
very wet. In some seasons, however, gardens may be made at Sitka in
the beginning of May. The sentiment of the people generally was
much iu favor of the proposed experiments. They were pleased to see
some determined effort made to test the capabilities of their climate and
oil for the production of er p , and I am under obligations to many
peopl for various courte ie favoring the work.
OFFICE QUARTERS.

·

1

·

ocuring office quarter for the seer. II. L. I3a11, ju addition to my
l when I 1 ft Wa hiugton that
cl the
h r Bureau could be
ilding
itka, and while waitrectiug
apply to the marshal
tiou, but it wa found that every
ar b
en had to rent additional
tivel
w hou es have been built
t of
nited State , and it i
hou
n be found. A trauger,
obtain a ha itableplacein which
courte y of the receiver of the
· ly gav u de k room in his
ted. I :finally succeeded in
t ide m a ure, divided into
dapt d to office work. Its
n a hill, the highe t point
for the observations of the
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Weather Bureau. Figure 1 shows the building, and fig. 2 the plat-

form, wind instruments, and sunshine recorder erected by the W eatber

FIG. !.-Temporary office of Agricultural Investigations and Weather Bureau, Sitka..

FIG.

2.-Weather Bureau instruments, Sitka.

Bureau. I have leased this little building until July 1, 1899. It is
hoped that Congress will by that time authorize the erection of a suitable building for the accommodation of the officers detailed for this service, on the site reserved by the President's order of July 18, 1898, as a
H. Doc.169-2
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site for the headquarters of the .Agricultural Experiment Stations and
Weather Bureau. A plat of this site and its surroundings is shown
herewith (Pl. I); also a photograph showing the site (Pl. II, fig. 1).
SOME PRELIMINARY WORK.

The garden seed and grains used in these tests were collected from
many sources. .Anticipating the needs of the case, requests had been
sent for seed early last fall to agricultural officials in Norway, Sweden,
and elsewhere in Europe where the climatic conditions approximate
those found in Alaska. To these requests cordial responses were
received, together with small packages of barley, oats, clover, and some
few garden seeds. Seeds of hardy varieties of field crops were also
requested from several of our Northern experiment stations, chiefly those
in Minnesota, Wyoming, and Montana, which requests were cheerfully
complied with. Most of the garden seeds were, however, purchased of
E. J. Bowen, Seattle. Letters were written to many persons in all parts
of Alaska apprising them of the proposed investjgations and requesting
their cooperation by such means as they could command.
PLANTING AND DISTRIBUTING SEED.

The seeds were planted as soon as the various patches placed at my
disposal could be put in proper condition. I hired the team of the
Presbyterian mission school to do the plowing where a plow could be
u sed. Where it could not be used the ground was dug up by picks
and spades. None of the patches was drained and most of the ground
was really too wet for the best results, but drainage operations could
not be undertakeu. The barley, oats, flax, and field peas were broadca ted, although some varieties of tbe two first-named grains were also
sown in rows. The garden s eds were all sown in rows 18 inches apart,
and the plant" weeded, hoed, thinned, and transplanted according to
requirement . The surplus eed, of which there was considerable, was
di tribut among many per onR at various 11Iace , including Wrangell,
Juneau, Dou la rnty, Skagway, and a few points farther westward, on
011diti n tha1t they r port the r ults of their planting, which, howe er n ne of th m ha d ne a. yet. It is a difficult matter to obtain
~1 , J) i~ ll_y_ we,:t of itka, where there is at pre ent no commu11iat1 n with ·t 1hz 1011 from October to April. If the settler in that
r , j _n w ut . e fi r ring planting, they mu'St order it the year before,
1;: tb
r t luxury, not to ay nece ity, of a garden. Thi fact
oubt dly been a chief hindrance in developing gardening there.
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mature seed. That oats and barley will mature in southeastern Alaska
was demonstrated the past season. Whether the other two more important breadstuffs, wheat and rye, will also mature there, the wri~er
is not prepared to say. Being fall-seeded grains, therewasn~OPJ?Ortumty
to test them this year. Seed of both has, however, been distributed to
some half dozen men indifferent parts oft he Territory for seeding this fall,
and the matter may be determined next year. The selection of seed is
an important feature of such a test. Because a variety from California
fails, it is not safe to conclude that varieties adapted to colder re~i~ns
will also fail. Until time shall have evolved Alaska-grown varieties
suited to the climate and soil, occasional failures from introductions
may be expected, and it would be illogical to pass judgment on the capacity of the country on the basis of such failures. The Riga flax (for
fiber) also grew surprisingly well. Seed was furnished by the chief of
fiber investigations, who has also kindly given bis opinion of the two
samples the writer brought to Washington. Samples of the oats, barley,
and flax, both in the sheaf and grain, as well as timothy, ray-grass,
clover, and potatoes, are illustrated herewith. (Pl. III.)
It should be stated that these various crops were not equally successful in all places where tried. The barley and oats made their best
growth on old ground in Governor Brady's garden. On new ground
barley and flax were nearly total failures, while oats were' only a partial
success. The soil, which had never been broken before, was sour and
sadly in need of drainage. In like manner, timothy, several varieties
of clover from Norway, radishes, carrots, several varieties of peas,
beans, and hairy vetch, were total failures on a piece of new ground in
front of the little house used as an office, while the same varieties grew
magnificently on old ground. The seed in all these cases germinated
promptly, but the young plants languished, turned yellow, and died.
As between the bRirley and oats, it was noticeable that most of the barley
survived only a few days after it came up, while the oats showed considerably stronger powers of resistance, and it is further worthy of note
that the stunted plants of both grains which lived matured seed, and
that rather earlier than the grains on old ground, which made a good
growth. The failure in all these cases was due to the soil and not to
the climate. It points a warning to those who begin with raw ground
not to expect too much nor to become discouraged if it seems unproductive at first. It may possibly also account for the condemnations
of some of those who say that "Alaska is no good for farming."
~he explanation lies in the fact that the raw, water-logged soil is too
acid for the growth of most cultivated plants, and is unproductive
until sweetened by aeration and drainage.
_The writer took samples of these soils, and many others, and submitted them to Dr. Milton Whitney, Chief of the Division of Soils for
examination. His report is attached hereto, to which I beg leave to' call
~Jttention.
FIELD CROPS.

The following varieties were seeded:
Oats.-Wbite Russian, Improved Ligowa, White Wonder Duppaur
(seed from Norway), and two unnamed Russian varieties fro~ Province
Perm. .All of these varieties made an excellent growth on old ground
head~d, and matured seed before the end of September. The Whit~
Ru ian ( eed fro:n. Minne~ota Exp_eriment Station) was especially
exc llent, some of 1t reachmg a height of 5 feet, with lal'ge, heavy
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panicles of plump seed, and it stood up well while the others lodged.
The amount seeded was too small to estimate the yield per acre. This
was on old ground which had been cultivated for several years. As
stated above, several of the same varieties seeded on new ground at the
mission school were stunted and sickly. and gave but a small yield of
seed. The Norwegian and imported Russian sorts did not seem to be
superior to Minnesota seed in this instance.
.
Barley.-The following varieties were grown: French Chevaher,
Manshury, Champion of Vermont, Bjorneby (seed from Norway, literally
"Beartown "), and an unnamed Russian variety from Province Perm.
The Norwegian and·Russian varieties were in this case superior to the
American sorts. Seeded on old ground, the straw grew tall, the heads
large, and the grain plump and heavy. All varieties matured ~n the
first half of September. On raw land all varieties were alike failures.
Buclcwheat.-Silver Hull: Half a bushel of buckwheat was sown on
Japonski Island July 1. It was not seeded earlier because the seed
did not arrive. This date proved too late, however, as the frost ?f
October 1 killed the crop while the seed was yet in the milk; but ~t
grew so well and bloomed so abundantly that I am convinced that th1s
crop can also be made a success in .Alaska if seeded in the latter part
of May .
.Flax.-Riga flax (for fiber) was seeded broadcast in three places,
namely: (1) On sod ground in Governor Brady's garden; (2) on sod
ground in the church lot, and (3) on new, poorly drained land at the
mission school. In the last case it was a complete failure, the plants
being scarcely 6 inches high. On the sod ground in the govern?r's
garden the flax grew 2½ feet high, producing a slender straw, fairly
even in ize, and a tough fiber. In the church lot it grew over 3 feet
high, producing a rather coarse, somewhat uneven straw, which lodged
badly in places, but the fiber of that which remained standing wa
good, though perhaps not the best. Mr: Dodge, who is an expert on this
subject, kindly gives his opinion of these samples as follows:
ALA.SK& FLAX SAMPLES.

Straw over 3 feet high.
neven as to size of straw, owing, doubtless, to the
fa~:t that the seed bed had not had the thorough preparation al ways given to the
soil in flax countries, and which is so important for the production of fine flax.
ampl s of the unrett d straw, of average size, tested by beino- drawn across the
thumb nail, gav a tine, stro11 , fiber, with a free, brittle shive~ though the larger
tr w wa. omewhat woody and tbe fiher s ·arcely up to the best grade in quality.
I honl~ tate tha _no r tte1l tr:i,w wa xamined. Tho xperirnent demonstrates
con ·lu 1v ·l 'th t with proper 011 p~ paration, and the 1tse of proper seed, Alaska
" ~1 proclu(• ' gracl . of ~r· w th,~ will give good commercial fl:.ix, ancl that when
kill h been acc1ull' d m tho after-handling of the crop a fuw grade of flax will
r ult.
CUA . RICIIAIW
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plant s from the American seed made the best growth. The_y were
Heeded in rows 18 inches apart on old ground and were weeded hke the
vegetables. By the beginning of September they all showed bloom,
aud by the end of September the Mammoth and Medium Red measured
from 20 inches to 2½ feet tall. The clovers will do well in Alaska on
properly aerated soil. rrhe same seed on new ground germin~ted freely,
but the plants all died after a lingering illness.
VEGETABLES.

The climate and soil were favorable to the growth of all the vegetables tested except spinach and wax beans. These two crops were
partial failures, although both could be used. All vegetables in the
following list were grown on old ground in Governor Brady's garden,
with the exception of the cabbage tribe, which was transplanted to
Japonski Island. Vegetables planted on new ground were failures,
because of the acidity of the soil, as already explained .
.Asparagus.-White Mammoth: Apparently every seed germinated
and produced a fine, vigorous crop of plants ready to be transplanted
to a permanent bed the coming year.
· Wax beans:-Cballenge Black Wax, Golden Wax, and Crystal Wax:
The seed germinated somewhat slowly, the ground being evidently too
cold and wet, and the plants had a somewhat sickly appearance. Nevertheless, they began blooming in the middle of July, and by the end of
August showed quite a crop of pods large enough to use in the kitchen.
However, they were not as vigorous as beans grown in a warmer climate, and should be counted a partial failure.
Beets.-Extra Early Blood rrurnip, Extra Early Egyptian, Lane's
Improved Sugar: The seed germinated well, and all three varieties
made a normal growth, and by the end of September produced beets
quite as large and of as good. quality as are produced under ordinary
conditions anywhere i.n the States.
Oabbage.-Jersey Wakefield, Early Winningstadt, Marblehead Mammoth, Premium Flat Dutch, and two unnamed varieties which were
imported from Russia: The seed of all these was sown May 23 in the
open ground, and in the course of three weeks produced plants large
enough to set out. They were then planted on J aponski Island. A
ver1 large percen_tag~ of the plants was attacked by cluhroot, but those
which escaped this disease grew well, and the earlier varieties-the J ersey Wakefield, Early Winniugstadt, and one of the Russian sorts-produced good little heads by the end of October. The frost which
occur~ed October 1, apparently did not check their growth, ~s they
were m a sheltered location. 1-'he late varieties did not head the plants
having been started too late.
'
Oaulijtower.-Early Snowball and Extra Early Erfurt: These were
see~ed aud tre_at_ed in the same manner as the cabbages. The plants
which escaped mJury from clubroot produced good cauliflower of medium
size by the middle of October.
Oarrots.-E arly ?a~f-long Scarlet, Chantenay Scarlet Stump: Seeded
May ?3, Both varieties pro_duced an excellent crop, better in fact than
seen m the average garden m the States. The roots were large crisp
and sweet.
'
'
Oress.-Curled or Peppergrass: This grew vigorously from the start
and was soon ready for the table. By the end of July it had all gone
to seed.
Kale.-Dwarf Green: This was seeded and transplanted to J aponski
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Island in the same manner as the cabbages, where it grew well and
produced a good crop by the end of October. ·
Kokl-rabi.-Early White Virginia: It was seeded and transplanted
to Japonski Island, where it produced large bulbs of :fine quality.
Lettuce.-Large Hanson, Philadelphia Butter, and San Francisco
Market: All three varieties were seeded in the open ground and the
plants thinned when about 1 inch high, some of them being transplanted to other places. The result in every case was a vigorous
growth and large crisp heads of delicious lettuce, much larger and
more tender than the lettuce usually grown in the warmer climate of
the States.
Mustard.-Yellow California: This was grown for greens. The growth
was rapid and vigorous and it was ready for use in a short time. It
was left undisturbed, and by the end of July had all gone to seed.
0nions.-White Portugal, Mammoth Silver King, Extra Early Red
Flat, Yellow Danvers, and top sets: The sets did well. The seed germinated rather irregularly, much of it failing to grow; however, enough
of it grew to produce samples. None of them were as large as co~ld
be desired, but most of them reached avera,ge size for their respective
varieties.
Parsley.-Triple Curled: This favorite vegetable for flavoring soups
and dressing meats produced an extraordinary growth. The tops were
large, busby, and dark green, as :fine as can be found anywhere.
Parsnip.-Hollow Crown: This likewise grew wonderfully well. Some
of the roots were more than two inches in diameter at the top, very
tender, and well flavored.
Peas.-First and Best of All Alaska, Pride of the Market, Premium
Gem, Champion of England, Stratagem, Bennett Green Prolific, B~ue
Peter or 'rom Thumb, McLean's Little Gem, White Marrowfat, N orweg1an
Sugar Pea, Abundance, American Wonder, Hornford Market Garden:
11 of these varietie grew well and were fully as productive as they are
in any part of the States. The damp, cool climate, suits peas exactly,
and each variety exhibited the characteristics peculiar to it. None of
them uffered from mildew, a di ease so common in warmer climates.
The orwegian Sugar pea was especially prolific, about half the pods
producing nine pea to the pod. The earlier sorts, like the American
onder and Blue Peter, began t bloom early in July and yielded green
p a by the e ·nning of ugust.
early all matured seed by the
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.
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Spinach.-Savoy-leaved and Improved Thick- leaved: The seed
germinated, but for some unknown reason only a very few of the
plants amounted to anything. They started to run to seed before the
leaves were 3 inches high. This may have been due to the seed.
Sage.-A row of fine healthy plants were secured from a small amount
of seed scattered.
Thyme.-The seed did not germinate well, still a few vigorous plants
were produced, ready for transplanting next year.
.
Turnip.-Purple-top Strap-leaved, Yellow Aberdeen, Early White
Milan: No vegetable grows better in Alaska than the turnip, and it
does not grow as well anywhere else as it does in Alaska. The roots
attain a phenomenal size in a very short time. It is widely distributed,
too. It will be noted in the reports from all over the Territory given
herewith that the turnip is almost invariably mentioned a s being a crop
that does well.
Windsor bean.-Large English: This stocky and half hardy bean
was planted on poor, sandy soil, but nevertheless the plants attained
a height of from 3 to 4 feet, and produced an abundant growth of
well-filled pods before frost. If the wax bean is a failure in Alaska
its place can well be taken by this variety. It is quite hardy, although
the tips of th~ plants and many of the leaves were injured by the frost
October 1; the stalks were not killed, but went on growing until the
next hard frost occurred.
Besides the above list of vegetables, some potlilitoes were planted
which produced a fairly good crop, but not so good as I have seen in
many other parts of Alaska. They were planted on a knoll of new and
poor land. The potato is one of the crops that can be depended upon
in all parts of the Territory. lt is grown by the white people everywhere, and frequently they have no other vegetable. During late years
the more enterprising of the Indians have quite generally raised a patch
of potatoes. Those which I saw grown in good soil about Sitka were of
excellent quality, being solid, mealy, and of good flavor.
REPORT ON EXPERIMENTS .AT SK.AGWAY.

I employed Mr. Geor_ge Sex~on, who_ had recently located at Skagway,
to conduct some experiments m growmg vegetables and small grain at
that place. I knew him to be a competent man for the work and that
he was accustomed to experimenting, as he had until recently been
foreman of the farm of the Kansas State Agricultural College. I furnished the seed and gave general directions for their culture. The
object was to ascertain which of the common garden and :field crops
could be successfully grown under the climatic conditions prevailing at
tbatpoint, and incidentally to learn how best to manage them. Nearly
all of the seeds were sown later by some three or four weeks than was
d esirab~e, for ~be ~~ason that, being a new town-only eight months old
at t_h e time this effort was started-there was no ground ready for cultivation. The land had to be cleared, the timber, moss, and rotten wood
removed, and the soil dug up and put in condition for culture. This
delayed the seeding until the beginning of June, and in consequence
the season was too short for many things to develop as fully as they
would have done bad they been seeded earlier. Again, it is important
to !lote t~at the soil was new , raw, and sour, containing a large per cent
of 1mpe:fect]y decayed vegetable matter, mostly the rotten wood of conifer wh1c~ ~ad accumulated in the course of ages. To say the least,
such a s01l 1s not well adapted to the vigorous growth of any crop until
aerat d and sweetened by cultivation and exposure to the sun for some
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seasons. It is, therefore, all the more significant of future success that
the vegetables and grains did well under these conditions. I visited
the place twice during the summer, and from personal observation can
indorse the statements made by Mr. Sexton in his report, which follows:
SKAGWAY, ALASKA, October 13, 1898.
DEAR Srn: I submit herewith a report of my work for the season just closed. On
May 10, when I undertook this work, the land was cover~d with logs, stumps, brush,
and from 4 to 10 inches of rotten wood, on top of which was a growth of several
inches of moss. At that date the gronnd under the moss was still frozen. This w~s
undoubtedly due to the protection against the sun's rays which the moss and debris
afforded. Bare ground would have thawed out a.t a much earlier date. The land
designed for these trials was cleared from May 16 to 30, the stumps grub bed out, a?d
the soil dug up with mattocks. The soil is a sandy loam containing some alluvial
silt, underlaid with gravel, and on the surface mixed with a considerable amount of
decayed vegetation. I worked the soil thoroughly and sowed the seed from May 30
to June 6. No manure was used for any of these trials; the stuff grew in the raw,
virgin soi].
,,,
The soil thermometers were received May 28 and an accurate record of the temperatures kept throughout the season. One thermometer was planted 6 inches deep
and the otber24 jnches deep and the readings taken twice daily, at 7 a. m. and 7 p. m.
The readings are submitted herewith.
NOTES ON VEGETABLES.

Beans.-The varieties grown were Challenge Black, Wax, Golden Wax, and Crys~al Wax. As it is ~enerally supposed that beans can not be grown in Alaska, "!lo~hmg was expect ed of them, but, contrary to expectations, the two first-named variet!es
grew well and produced low stocky plants which hung full of pods well filled with
beans. The Crystal Wax did not come up.
B~tits.-Extra Early Egyptian,. Extra Early Blood Turnip, and Lane Improved
White ugar. These were sown m drills about 9 inches apart and came up by the
middle of June. They did not get very large; the tops were about 6 inches hil-{h
arnl the beets about lt inches in diameter. There was not much choice b etween the
differ nt varieties.
Cabbage.-Early Winningstadt, Jersey Wakefield, Marblehead Mammoth, Premium
Flat Dutch, Drumhead Savoy, and two unnamed Russian varieties. Seed was sown
on
bed June 3, which was, of course, too late to expect solid heads. Neverthe
Early Winningstadt and the Jersey Wakefield produced some small heads
of very fine quality. 'fbe others did not head.
'anlijloice1·.-Tb varieties Early Snowball and Extra Early Erfurt were seeded and
gr w fin plant , bnt, b cause of the late seeding, did not produce any heads.
Carrots.-Early Half-Long earl t and Uhantenay Scarlet were seeded and a good
~tand s cured of both, resnlting in a magnificent crop, rf1any of the roots being 3
mch sin diameter. Both varieti s were excellent for table use.
lery. -, 'ee,l failecl to grow.
('~leriac.d germinated, but for some unknown reason the plants died soon after
c mmg up.
C'r_CBs.
nrl ~ or
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to nine days and bloomed from early in J u]y until frost. All were good, but McLean
Little Gem and Blue Peter gave the best yields.
Radishes.-Long Scarlet, Olive Shaped, French Breakfast, Early Scarlet Turnip:
All varieties produced fine crisp roots in a fow weeks. There was not much difference between them, but perhaps the Olive Shaped proved the best.
Ruta-bagas.--Purple-top Yellow Swede, Champion, Bangholm: All three varieties
made a fine growth, but the Yellow Swede produced the best roots. They averaged
1 pound each.
Rhubm·b.-Victoria: Slow to come up, but produced fine plants for transplanting
before the close of the season.
Salsify.-:Large White: Fine stand and an excellent crop. Some roots were nearly
an inch in diameter, and tender.
Spinach.-Savoy-leaved, Improved Thick-leaved: The seed came up very promptly,
but made slow growth afterwards. Nearly all ran to seed instead of producing a
large growth of leaves.
Sage.-Some healthy plants of this perennial condiment were produced ready
to transplant next spring.
_
·
Thyme. -Seed did not grow well, but the few plants produced made a normal growth.
Turnip.-Early White Milan, Purple-top Strap-leaved, Yellow Aberdeen: Alaska
appears to be the home of the turnip. All of the above varieties did remarkably
well, and a few roots attained prodigious size. One White Milan measured 27
inches in circumference and weighed 4¾ pounds . . The White Milan proved the best
yielder.
NOT.ES ON l!'IELD CROPS.

Oats.--Two varieties of Russian oats were sown. A good stand of both was
secured and both matured seed by September 24, one hundred and ten days from
seeding. The kernels were plump and hard; no sign of rust. (These oats were
imported by the Department and came without a name, being simply designated
"oats from Province Perm."--C. C. G.)
·
Barley.-From Russian Province Perm: Seeded June 6, resulting in a good stand.
It made an average growth during the season. Many of the beads were ripe in
ninety days.
Clover.-Mammoth Red, sown June 1, made' a splendid growth and bloomed the
last week in July. Medium Red, Alsike, and White clovers failed to grow. (The
failure of these clovers was undoubtedly due to the fact that the soil was raw and
sour, as I had similar experience at Sitka, where the same varieties failed on new
ground, while they made excellent growth on old ground.-C. C. G.)
Flax.-Riga: It grew splendidly, producing a fine quality of fiber. It bloomed
from the middle of July till frost, and the earlier capsules were full of plump seed
nearly ripe when frost came.
All the foregoing were grown on a rather dry piece of ground and had to be
watered freq,uently during the month of June, when the rainfall was very scant,
which, of conrse, was a decided drawback to their growth. Some of the same varieties were sown on a moist patch near the creek, where no watering was necessary,
and the crops, in consequence, grew larger, but otherwise not different.
NOTES ON PRIVATE GARDENS IN SKAGWAY.

M1;. Fred Ja~obs manured his garden liberally and sowed a short list of vegetables
the first week m May. Of these I note especially his radishes (Olive Shape.d) p eas
(To_m Thumb), lettuce (Simpson Early), carrots, and Early Rose potatoes, ~11 of
w~1c~ producecl very fine crops. The lettuce was ready for market June 10. Early
Wmnrngstadt cabbage heads weighed 2 pounds each.
.
Mr. J. W. McIntyre planted Early Rose potatoes June 10 on well-manured ground.
O_n September 19 the crop was dug and weighed and the ground measured. The
yie!d :wa at the rate of 653 bushels per acre of very large, smooth tubers some
'
w 1ghmg 1-½ pounds.
M!. John Meggers planted lettuce, radishes, and onion sets on well-manured ground
April 15 and began to market them June 1. He had ripe r adish seed October 1.
Ca~bage plants set ~mt Jone 1 produced fine solid heads by September 20. Beets
so\,~ the last week m May were marketed the last week in August. Carrots sown
April 28 were pulled for market the last week in July. His sales from a garden 50
by 60 feet amounted to $125.
Generally, early gardens gave excellent results. There were four weeks of dry
~eather in June, which gave a check to all late planting.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESON
Special A.gent in Ch~i-ge of Alaska Investigations, Sitka.

GEORGE SEXTON.
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SOIL TEMPER.A.TURES .A.T SITKA AND SKAGWAY.

It is of interest to note in this connection the temperature of the soil
in which these crops were grown at Sitka and Skagway. Two soil
thermometers were used at each place, one giving the temperature at
a depth of 6 inches and the other at a depth of j4 inches. The temperature was recorded twice daily, morning and evening. The daily
mean for each depth is indicated on the charts submitted herewith, and
at Skagway the mean daily temperature of the air in the shade is also
given.
Similar soil thermometers were also planted on tlle farm owned by
Mr. Thomas Kuudson on "the bar," some 8 miles from Juneau down
Ga. tineau Channel, a11d in tlle garden of Mr. Ed ward Edelman, at
Kenai, Cook Inlet; but it was so late in the season when they began to
take temperatures that no record of any value could be furnished tllis
year. They will continue tbe work next summer.
I al:,,o placed a rheostat for the recording of both soil moisture and
oil tempel'ature with Mr. George A. Hil1, Wood Island, but at last
account it. management llad not been fully mastered. Referring to
tlle t mperature charts from Sitka and Skagway (Pl. IV), it will be
noticed that the maximum temperature of the soil at Sitka, 6 inches
de 'P, wa 63° F. Irrom July 29 to August 24 the temperature at this
<l pth wa , with the exception of a couple of days, above 60° F., but
from tl1e l, tter date it fell rapidly till September 17, when it went below
fifi 0 at the same time falling below the temperatures recorded by the
24-inch thermomet r, and with the exception of two days the top soil
wa cold r than the sn b oil from tl1at time to the end of October. The
fir,t ki11ing fro t aL Sitka occuITed October 1, and it will be seen that
on O ·tob r 2, · , and 4 the top soil responded by a rapid loss of heat.
At kagway the ma,'imum temperature reached by the top soil was
5 1° on ugu t 14. It fell below 50° on September 17 and below the
temp rature of the ub oil on September 15. The first killing frost
· ·u1-r d tber ou tll night of September 18. The air temperatures at
ka~way ~re al o ,•.lwwn from July 12 to October 14, and taken in connection with the soil temperature present an interesting study.
SOIL
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A [PLES FROM KENA.I A.ND SITKA.

iL w re taken at several places at Kenai, Cook Inlet,
• w re. r ·ferr <l !o Dr. Milton Whitney, Chief of the
wh kmdly furm hes the following data:
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Moisture and other deterrnintions of soils from, Renai and Sitka, 1898-Continued.
FROM SITKA, OCTOBER 17 AND 18.

1
2

3 inches ........................... .
Surface ............................ .

3

.••.. do ...............•..............

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1 foot .............................. .
Surface ............................ .
1 foot .............................. .
Surface ............................ .
lfoot ................ ...... .. , ..... .
4 inches ........................ ... .
1 foot ................. .. .......... •·
6 inches ........................ . .. .
3 inches ........................... .
Surface ............................ .
3 inches .............•...............
Surface ..•............ .. ...... . ... ••

21
51
15
7
74
39
67
40
91
89
85
60
40
51
77

26
103
18
7. 5
280
63
200
66
994
790
581
148
66
123
341

7. 7
9

3. 5
1. 7
71
8.4
48
4.4
94
97
96
34
20
50
95

I Acid .
Slightly acid.
Do.
Acid.
Very acid.
Slightly acid.
Not acid.
Acid.
Do.
Do.
Slightly acid.
Do.
Acid.
Do.

On these samples Dr. Whitney makes the following comments:
You will see that some of these samples contain an enormous percentage of organic
matter. Indeed, it seems quite evident that samples 9, 10, 11, and 15, collected from
Sitka on October 17 and 18, are made up entirely of organic debris. When ignited
the residue seems to be merely the ash of plants and to contain no mineral matter of
any other character.
The amount of water in some of these samples seems so incredible that as a matter of curiosity I took an ordinary sponge and soak\ld it in water and after all the
excess of water had drained off made a moisture determination of this and then a
determination of the organic matter. The wet sponge contained 97 per cent of
moisture, or, :figured on the dry weight, it contained 28 times as much water as of
dry material. One hundred parts of the dry weight of sponge equaled 2,835 parts
of water. This compares rather closely with some of your soils. · The sponge, however, contained only 53 per cent of organic matter. The large amount of ash in this
case is probably due to the adhering dirt, as the sponge was not especially clean
and contained some minerals on the bottom, where it had evidently been attached
to the rock.

I may add that the samples at Kenai were taken from three places on
the land selected for an experiment station. No. 1 represents the surface soil in the southeast portion of the tract. No. lA is the subsoil
1 foot deep at the same place. No. 2 is the surface soil on the west side.
No. 2B is the subsoil 1 foot deep at the same place. No. 3 is a sample
of the surface soil in the north end of the tract.
The Sitka samples may be briefly described as follows:
No.1 is a sample of the soil in which the larger sample of fl.ax (else•
where referred to) was grown.
No. 2 is a sample of similar soil, but taken from the surface of rather
higher ground, which produced very fine turnips.
No. 3 is surface soil from a plat on which field peas grew with great
vigor.
No. 4 is subsoil 1 foot deep from the same spot as No. 3.
No. 5 is surface soil of new ground on which barley failed. It will be
noticed it was acid.
No. 6 is subsoil from the same spot as No. 5.
o. 7 is surface soil from the top of a knoll on which barley, oats,
lleas, and potatoes grew fairly well.
o. 8 is subsoil from the same spot as No. 7.
o. 9 is a sample taken at a depth of 4 inches from the south line of
experiment station land. At thi point the ground is low and swampy.
o. 10 i, a sample from higb, nearly level ground on experiment sta•
tion land. It can only be de cribed as a peat formed cliiefly from moss.
o. 11 i a sample at a depth of Ginches from the top of a hillock on
experiment tat,ion land.
o. 12 i a sample of newly broken ground, which proved perf'ectly
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sterile; the seed planted in this soil germinated but the plants made no
growth anll died in a few weeks.
No. 13 is a sample from the surface of a plat on which barley, oats,
and clover grew magnificently.
No. 14 is a sample taken at a depth of 3 inches, from a plat on which
carrots, parsley, parsnips, and salsify made a most excellent growth.
. No. 15 is surface soil from a sterile spot on which oats failed. It contained a large percentage of rotten wood.
EFFORTS AT FARMING AND GARDENING BY SE'.l'TLERS.

The following reports, which represent nearly every section of the
Territory where settlements have been made, are of more than passing
intere t, because they show the actual status of farming in Alaska at
the present time. It being impossible for the special agent in charge
of the investigations to personally study the conditious at very many
places in a single season because of the lack of transportation facilities, the nex.t best thing was to learn as much as possible from those
who have had actual expel'ience in raising vegetables and other crops
in the Territory, and whose judgment should be valuable. A letter of
inquiry was therefore sent out from Sitka, under date of July 2, as
follows:
U. S.

DEPARTMENT OF AGIUCULTURE,
OFFICE OF ALASKA lNVl~STIGATIONS,

Sitlca, A laslca, July 2, 1898.
DEAR m: The United States Department of Agriculture <lesires to obtain full
and reliable information in regard to the resources and possibilities of agricult1ue
in Ala ka. If yon have had experience in stock raising, farming, and gardening in
any part of the district, especially in the Yukon Valley, or if you are conversant
with facts concerning the success or failnre of work in these lines, you will confer a
favor on the Department l>y sending an account of your experience to the undersigned at Sitka.
l'l ease name in detail tho crops you have grown, both of vegetables and field
crop. , giving dates of planting and harvesting, m thods of culture, the success
attain d, or can s of failure. Please st ate also what you know in regard to stock
f, eding, haymaking, or the making of nsilage. Your opinion of the region with
which you ar arquainted as to its adaptability for farming will also be valued.
Kmdly give th name1:1 and addresses of persons of your acquaintance who are
inter tecl. in thi1:1 line of work in Alaska.
A franked envelope for your reply is furnished herewith.
ery respectfully,
C. C. GEORGESON,
pecial Agent in 'harge of A laska Investigations.

The l

er r ceived from tho e who kindly responded to this request

fi r information ar ubmitted b rewith. A map of Ala ka showing the
l c i n of th pla
referred to in these letters bas been prepared and
i al o o.bmitted (I 1. V).
ARDE IN

AT WRA GELL.

"\J RA GELL, ALA KA., September 1, 1898.
u t for ioforma ion as to gardening here, I
, may know that the newcomers can
In this section, wber thousands of
what th y can pack in on their
nts them from growing much
w in tb gr at . t luxu1fance' lettuc , ra.diahes, rhubarbi etc.
nd ·orn. In a double-wallect celcl.ry earth, I have k ept potatoes

MAP
OF

SHOWlNG

the places mentioned. in
this report. ·
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and cabbage with perfect success. This section is the natural home of the berr:y-strawberritis, raspberries, red and black currants, _etc.-e~cept th_e b_la_ckberry, which
I have never grown successfully. Most of the wild berries are rns1p1d, but the cul, tivated varieties are of splendid size and flavor. From a raspberry patch 75
feet square of the red variety I have sold $20 worth per week, at 25 cents per
quart. Th~se bushes grow from 10 to 14 feet in height. The berries ripen about
August 5 and last from :five to six weeks. They- can be grown profitably 3:t 5 cents a
quart. Seaweed is abundant at almost all pomts on the coast and pro_v1~es an excellent fertilizer. Wheat and barley grow well, but arable land 1s hm1tt·d. All
crops that grow here grow to astonishing size and with great rapidity, a~ the_ long
hours of light (you can read a newspaper at 11 p. m. outdoors) and the moist climate
(about 80 inches annual rainfall) provide the proper conditions. Lettuce and ra';lishes grown here would be a revelation to the Easterner for crisp tenderness; rapid
growth enables me to grow four crops each season on the same bed. Hay of &ood
quality and in practically limitless quantity can be cut from the meadows of tl?,e
Stikine River, 10 to 30 miles away, baled with hand presses and brought down m
boats. Back of the Coast Range of mountains the climate is much more severe; 50
miles in the interior 30° to 40° below zero is not unusual, while zero is rarely reached
on Wrangell Island, which is protected by mountains from the winds of the north
and warmed by the Japan current. Poultry of all kinds, except turkeys, are very
profitable, peculiarly free from disease, and when warmly housed and properly fed
we can have fresh eggs all winter.
In conclusion, if the newcomer will bring along some garden seed, he can soon
grow what he will greatly need and can not buy, and any overplus may be sold, as
growing towns and rapid steamers provide transportation and a profitable market.
Very truly, yours,
S. Si CRITTENDEN.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESON,
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

DAIRXING AT WRANGELL,
WRANGELL, ALASKA, August 20, 1898.
DEAR Sm: In answer to your communication of recent date I beg leave to make
the following statement:
In regard to crops I would say that I have not as yet made any effort to raise a
crop of any kind with the exception of scattering a small quantity of timothy seed
and a few clover seeds on bare spots of ground, just to satisfy myself as to whether
they would grow. Last fall, in November, I scattered a handful of timothy near
where I was keeping my cows, and I find that it has grown remarkably, and do not
hesitate to say that all kinds of grass would do well here, for the soil is rich and
there is plenty of moisture. The thimbleful of clover sown at about the same time
came in bunches considerably scattered; but as I rubbed the clover seed out of some
clover hay I think that it has been a poor test. I shall this fall sow a small quantity
of clover from seed I shall obtain from the Sound.
From a personal observation of gardens here I would say that roots and vegetables
do well except potatoes. Potatoes grow well enough, but as a general thing they
are rusty. Cabbages do splendidly; also currants and raspberries.
As for stock, I have had a herd of from 10 to 12 cows for nearly a year. Four of
these cows were raised here, and I consider them the best of my herd. While they
do well in the summer, I do not consider the wild grass produces milk as well as the
wild grass in the Western States.
From the fact that I have all my feed shipped to me in the winter, I have not
found dairying as profitable as I would wish, as it costs so much for freight and
wharfage. I have paid as high as $40 per ton for hay laid down here; but the average
bas been about $28. I have had no experience with other kinds of stock and do not
know of anyone here who has. I feed my cows chop, bran and malt the year round;
also a small quantity of oil meal. I feed hay about seven months, and know that the
cows do as well on alfalfa hay in winter as they do on the wild grass in summer.
In closing I will say that I am positive that all kinds of tame grass and most all
kinds of vegetables do well here. Immense crops of grain hay could be grown here,
for I s voiunt er oats growing in different spots; but grain will not ripen.
ery respectfully, yours,
H. C. TAIT.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESO , Sitka, Alaska.
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VEGETABLES AT HOONAH.

BLACKRIVER, MICH., Septembe1· 12, 1898.
DEAR SIR: Your circular letter of July 2 has been forwarded to me here. I l~ft
Hoonah June 12. My experience in farming in Alaska was very limited, only raising a garden. Potatoes, peas, turnips, l ettuce, radishes, cabbages, and such vegetables did very well at Hoonah. We had a few string beans, but they coulil. harc~ly
be called a success-not warm enough nights and season too short. Gooseberries
do finely· also rhubarb. There was plenty of good grass near Hoonah, which would
make go~d hay if there was any weather in which to cure it.
Yours, very truly,
[Rev.] .A..1:-vrn C. AusTJN.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESON, Sitka, A laska.

MARKET GARDENING AT JUNl<~AU.
JUNEAU, ALASKA, September 12, 1898.
Sm: In compliance with your request for information in regard to my e:xyerience
in growing vegetables in Alaska, I t ake pleasure in sending you the followmg:
I have only about 1 acre in cultivation, situated half a mile from the post-offic~.
My experiments began the past season about April 20. The ground has been cu~t1vatcd aliout three seasons. It is a sandy loam, underlaid with a bed of gravel which
affords natural drainage. This is very necessary, as the excessive rainfall would
otherwise cause trouble. All my plants, such as cabbage, cauliflower, parsley, and
flowers of all kinds were started in hotbeds in the last two weeks in April, but I
think it wonld have been better to start them two weeks earlier, as the seasons are
short and it would give more time to mature the crop. Our first frost occurred
September 18, but did no harm. We may, however, expect a freeze which will ~ill
all veg tation any t ime in the last half of September. I have grown the followmg
vegetables successfully this season: Lettuce, radishes, beets, carrots, parsnips, rutabagas, turnips, cabbages, cauliilower, potatoes, onions, celery, parsley, and kale.
Two kinds of head lettuce were tried, Child's Half Century and Denver Market.
Both kinds did well and formed solid beads. Seed was sown May 1 and the lettuce
was ready for market July 15. Child's Half Century was the most satisfactory of
the two kinds, as it was ready for market a little earlier than the other. All varieties
of r adishes do splendidly. Some kinds are marketable in from twenty to thirty
day . I have grown four successive crops on the same piece of ground this season.
This was the turnip variety, red and white tipped. I prefer the white-tipped. Wint r radi hes do well also. I raised two kinds, White China and Black Spanish. The
1: tt r kind was preferable. The White China tasted more like a turnip and grew to
1J very large. The seed was sown July 1 and the crop harvested October 15. Of
b <·t two kinds were tried, the Long Scarlet and the Round Scarlet Turnip. The
form r kind gav best aatisfaction, as the arlet Turnip variety was inclined to run
to · · <lb fore it was ready for use. The seed was sown May 1 and I b gan to market
th rop the first we kin Augu t. Carrots grow very well. The kind tried was the
l nvc-r H lf Long. Par nip were extra fine, but the sce<l was poor and few came
up. Ruta-haga do w ll, hut the maggots bother them a great deal. Of turnips
thr . vari ti were tri d, th Purpl Top, the White Flat, and the White Egg. All
vari ti ~lie~ well l ut wb re rown u old grouncl they were in.ju.red l>y maggots.
om var1 t1 w r tried on new ground and wer not tr ubled. Seed was sown
la· 1. It i b
o use h turnipH a so n as they are the size of at a ·up, as thry
h r m
tt·ingy and ton~h if I ·ft long r . I grew three kinds of cabliage, Early
York
I c:k., ll(l Late Plat lJnt b. The fir t and la t named did well, but the
Reel l k did not mak lH!:uls that were very ati. factory. I think it was on
onn of h 111:mt 110 I in~ artNl arl , u ugh.
nlillo r licl Y r · \' •11; thr • v rieti . er g1 wn. The Dwarf vari ty ,lid
h 1, . l'lant · r
in op n ground ~lay 15, hut w r quite mall;
oul have
h nl
r for
o we k mor
o, th in bo h cl .
in 1 of p a o
r · •ro ·u Earlv J o . and Whit Burbank. Both kincls
•11 ; h•
•r g )'i 1d ~
b n
y; und o h hill, rOW!'i2£ t p rt and
in
in h ro . Wonlil b:1ve 1,,. n b tt r ifrnw w r
f ta.pa.rt a!! the
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o cold. Tb
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to manage it. Kale grows to enormous size where the soil is rich, and is of spl~nd~d
flavor. My customers say that all kinds of vegetables grown here are superior m
flavor and tenderness to any they have ever eaten in any country, and I believe th~s
is true. Pieplant and horse-radish are thrifty and tender here with the sa~e cultivation as in Oregon. Berries, such as gooseberries,. currants, re~ raspbe~rie~, and
strawberries, will do well here. I have red raspbernes that are JU~t b_egmnmg to
bear. The fruit is r ather late but matures before frost. Mr. Wadleigh 1s a successful grower of gooseberries and currants; be lives about 14 mi~es from June:3>u and
markets his fruit here and I do not think I ever saw finer berrrns than be raises .
In regard to insects; the maggot is the worst pest we have to deal with. I nsed
lime water with some success. We have also the cutworm and cabbage worm, but
they are not very numerous yet. In preparing tho soil it is necessary to use plenty
of fertilizer, as the ground is naturally poor when first cleared. I used stable
manure, as there is an abundant supply near at hand, but I think any other good
fertilizer would answer if properly applied.
J. H . STEVENS.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESON.

PRODUCTS ARE OF SUPERIOR QUALITY.
•

JUNEAU, ALASKA, July 11, 1898.
DEAR Sm: In r eply to the letter of inquiry recently received fro!Il you, would say
that person ally I have had no experience in farming or gardening m Alaska.
.
There are three gardens within reach of Juneau, from which vegetables are supplied to the town. The names of the gardeners in charge are Messrs. Weston Waydelich, Stevens, and Phelps. The radishes, lettuce, onions, cauliflower, cabbage,
beets, carrots, turnips, and ruta-bagas grown in this vicinity are equal if not superior in quality to those of Iowa, the State of my birth. Red raspberries, red currants, and gooseberries are grown successfully. During a recent visit to New
Metlakahtla I saw bushes laden with the largest gooseberries I ever saw. Potatoes
grown in this vicinity are of fair quality.
Yours, truly,
[Rev.] J. H . CONDIT.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESON, Sitka, Alaska.

STOCK RAISING AT HAINES,
HAINES, ALASI{A, August 18, 1898.
Sm: Your request for information relative to agricultural efforts and successes
was received some time ago. My experience has all been near the head of Lynn
9anal. I will mention my experiences and opinions in the order the questions oc_cur
m your circular.
In stock raising I have had all the way from 1 to 9 head at a time. There has
always been an abundance of excellent feed along the beach and in the brush, so
that for just about six months, say from May 1 to November 1, the cattle have been
able to pick their own living and grow as fat as butter. In the fall when the wild
pea is ripe ( of which the country is full), some of my cattle will not touch bran or
other grain I offer them. My cows have always been good milkers, whether from
breed or feed, I can not say. They are mostly Shorthorn. For butter they do not
do so very well. We usually butcher every year, and the beef, if anything, is too
fat, and without exception the finest I ever ate. I do not pretend to feed preparatory to butchering, as I consider the wild pea sufficient grain.
The cattle thrive in every way. During half of the year I have to keep my cattle
sbnt up in a good warm barn, only letting them out a little each day, according to the
weather.
Farming, strictly speaking, is a failure, the soil is only wash, and too thin for heavy
~ro-ps .. I have t1i~d only oats and timothy. Both came up well, but grew poorly,
rnd~catmg po?r B<?1l. However, I find that timothy sown in August makes fair pastunng and :will yield nearly a ton of hay to the acre. It stands the winter well. I
h;ave . own m the si;>ring-, winter, and early summer with failure. I am growing to
hk timothy for this climate. Although our soil is not heavy, I think it suits our
~ass. ~hen everything is ready for haymaking advantage can be taken of a few
mce dry11;1g days and t~e timothy will cure quickly and can be put in the barn on
short not1c , t~us enablmg a man to make with success small quantities of good hay.
' he trouble with haymaking is our uncertain weather after July 41 and the grass is
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never fuuy ready before that date, and usually not before July 15. There is only one
wild grass that will cure with us, and that is red top or feather top that grows nearly
or quite 6 feet tall, is slender, cures the same day it is cut, and makes a most excellent hay, but two or three cuttings will kill it out..
.
.
.
Clover of various kinds does well for the season 1f sown m the sprmg, but wmter
kills. I have tried it more often than timothy and now have none. I have sown
alfalfa twice in the spring with splendid stands, but never one stalk showed the
next spring.
.
Of other crops I have raised with success strawberries, red raspberries; red, wh1_te,
and black currants, and gooseberries. I think pieplant will do well if tended with
care. Carrots, parsnips, cabbage, cauliflower, peas, turnips, ruta-bagas, potatoes,
and celery do the best.
I have repeatedly tried, with failure each time, to raise onions, corn for fodder,
string beans, beets, cucumbers, squashes, tomatoes, and salsify.
Radishes and lettuce will do well if watered, as our springs here are always dry.
I built an expensive concrete silo, but, for reasons beyond my control, I have be.en
able to use it only once, and then with medium success, because I did. not quite
understand the business. I think with a fair chance I could make an entire success
hereafter, but I expect I shall never have the chance, as so many horses and cattle
on their way to the Yukon are driven over our wild grass there is no chance to cut
it any more.
E. B. Clark has a nice little garden cultivated with success, the same as mine. Jo.
Carr has also. tried, but not with as good success. Mr. Carr set out two or three
hundred fruit trees some ti ve years ago, but those that have not died are not as lar~e
as when set out. The greatest success th at has ever been attained in gardening m
this part of the world was eight, seven, six, five, and four years ago at Dyea by Mr.
Wilson, n ow deceased.
I shall be pleased to answer further questions to the best of my ability.
Yours, truly,
W.W. WARNE.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESON, Sitka, Alaska.

CHANCE FOR STOCK RAISING AT YAKUTAT.
YAKUTAT, ALASKA, Ootober 26, 1898.
It g~ves ~e ple:i,sure to answer your request concerning my experience
with_ agn culture m this section of Alaska. I have been here a long time and have
tud1ed the conditions carefully.
ome people profess to believe that Alaska is of
n value for either farming or stock raising, but I h ave learned by experience that a
good deal can be clone in tnese lines.
In ~ 9 and 1890 I and m~· partner, Rev. Mr. K. J. Hendrickson, made a test of
plantmg potato s, turnips, ruta-hagas, caITots, cabbages, etc. We cleared and
grubb d ev ral acres of land, putting ont the crops as soon as the snow went off
th gro
r Ha ·k1:1 of potato s and 100 sacks of ruta-bagas and
tur
t of the largest, but were very good. The tumip8
ud
goo<l. The gr und on which we raised them was
a
f k •lp ' ud s awe d for manure, putting them in the
re if the ground is made very rich, but do not seem
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double walls and the space between them filled with sand to make th~m air-tight.
In this we pack the grass and cover it with a layer of sand and some big rocks_. In
, a few clays it is pressed very hard. It answers our purpose very well. With a
little more money a person could build a better silo of cement and sink it down in
the gronnd, but we have not found this necessary.
I must tell you that I have recently been clown to what we here in Yakutat call
Seatuck, a large plain 25 miles from this place. There hundreds a_nd hundreds of
cattle could be raised. There are thousands of acres of grass land with red-top grass
. as high as a man is tall. I examined the ground and found it to be a mixture of
clay and black mud. Here potatoes and turnips and many other crops would grow
to perfection. If Congress would give the proper encouragement. for the development of agriculture in Alaska I think farming would be as attractive to the people
as are the gold mines at present.
Yours; truly,
[Rev.] ALBIN JOHNSON.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESON, Sitka, Alaska.

TEN YEARS' EXPERIENCE.
YAKUTAT, ALASKA, October 27, 1898.
DEAR Srn: In reply to your request for an a~~ount of my ~xperience in _far~ing in
Alaska, I can say I have engaged in stock ra1smg, gardenmg, and farmmg for the
las t ten years and have bad pretty good success. Especially was this true as long
as I used seaweed and kelp for manure, bnt when I began to use cow manure the
chickweed came in ancl killed the garden, and it is almost impossible to get it out.
Cattle do finely h ere, both for dairy and for beef. There are many grasses which
make good cow feed. The wild rye that grows along the coast makes good silage
and fin e cow feed, and it makes very sweet milk, whether fed green, as silage, or dry.
I have planted potatoes, ruta-bagas, radishes, turnips, and carrots as early as the
26th of April with very good success, and I have also planted in the latter part of
May, and they did well. Cauliflower does splendidly, and cabbage and peas fairly
well if they are planted in the beginning of May; but one trouble here is that the
snow lays on the ground too long in the spring and very often that spoils our gar~lening, but there are lots of places where it would be a good deal better for gardenmg, etc., than we have here at the mission.
.
I have also raised oats and barley quite successfully, but rye I had no luck with;
I think because the snow killed it during the winter .
. I can not give any date of harvesting, but as a general rule we took up the potatoes
m the beginning of October and ruta-bagas, turnips1 etc., in the Jatter part of the
month.
I am sure there are many places where people could do well in raising cattle and
make butter and cheese.
Yours, very truly,
·
[Rev.] KARL HENDRICKSON.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESON, Sitka, Alaska.

A PROSPECTOR'S OBSERVATIONS.
WALDRON, ILL., September 9, 1898.
'm: Your letter addressed to me at Yakutat did not reach me until late in
.July for the reason that when it was mailed I had started over the glacier into the
Alsek River country an<l was for nearly six weeks beyond communication.
s to the ao-ricultural possibilities of the country I saw, it struck me that the
'reator had but ju1:1t commenced making agricultural lands and that it would be
som · ~undre~s of thousands of years before they would be ready for the farmer;
ther 1 but httle soil, very sandy, and in small patches. Climatic conditions are, of
cours , favor ble for the growth of grasses and some vegfltables, being moderately
wa~m nd ~x~r~m ly 1!1oist. The di ffi.culty with the grasses is that; on accoun t of the
~01 tnre, 1t ~s 1mposs1ble to cnre them for winter feed except by drying on poles or
m ab ds, wb10h requires a great amount of labor. Mr. Johnson, the missionary at
akn_tat, ha five head of cattle, among them some milch cows, which find plenty of
fe d 1u snmmer and for which he puts up hay for winter by dr:ving the grass on poles.
The attle ~o well n.nd were very fat on the 15th of July. Mr. Green took up there
(Yakutat ) m iiay 9 heacl of horses which had been worked on the Skagway trail;
DEAR
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they were very poor and most of them h ad sore backs and limbs. Having no use for
them he turned them loose on an island, giving them no further attention. By the
middle of July they were very fat and sores all healed, in dicating that the g rass was
nutritious and healthful. I found timothy and clover growing wild, and also another
grass which is more abundant and has very much the appearance of rye; the last
mentioned is the kind on which the cattle and horses feed.
On the Alsek River there is a valley about 5 miles wide, but it is principally bowlders, gravel, and sand, with dead glaciers on one side and rocky mountains on the
other. I believe that almost anywhere along the coast b erries and small fruits, possibly.
some hardy varieties of grapes, could be grown successfully but not profitably,_ on
account of there being no market for the product. Near Yakut at wild straw1:>erries,
gooseberries, upland cranberries, salmon berries, and currants grow in profusion and
are mu ch larger than the same varieties in the States.
Yours truly,
C. W. COOK .
Prof. C. C. GlWRGESON, Sitka, Alaska.

ON THE ALSEK RIVER.
CENTER, JEFFERSON COUNTY, WASH.,

Sep/ember 16, 1898.
DEAR Sm : During the summer of 1898 I, with others, was prospecting for gold ou
th e Alsek River between Mount St. Elias and Mount Logan.
The snow left the river valleys during the month of May, and on June 6 I dug up
about 4 square rods of leaf-mold l and and planted the following seeds furnished by
the United States Agricultural Department: Radishes, let,tuce, turnips, onions, peas,
cabbage, corn, tomatoes, b eans, melons, and potatoes. W hile the soil was all that
could be desired as to fertility and depth, the dry weather during the mont,h of July
had a tenden cy t o retard the growth of all. Radishes , lettuce, turuips, peas, and
potatoes did well, while cabbage, corn, and melons were worthless. Beans made a
v r y good growth, but w er e killed by frost in August. Abundance of good grasses,
such as redtop, wild rye, and a wild t imothy, grew lux uriantly on all the foot,hills
and valleys, although I think cnrino- wou ld be difficult. Potatoes do not mature
well, but make a good growth and attain a good size ; but they were not sufficicutly
w ll matnred for seed. Ground not frozen to ex ceed 4 inch es last winter.
Your respectfully,
CHARLES A. THOMPSON, M. D.
Prof. '. 0 . G1rnHGg ' oN,, Wea, .A laska.
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It is evident that cattle can be raised quite successfully . The winters are mild.
The thermometer has not registered lower than -10° in the three winters I have
been here. In the ten years 1881-1890, according to observations taken by Mr.
Frederick Sargent and published in the census report for Alas~rn, ~~e lowest temperature at Kadiak was -20 (2 degrees below zero). Grass 1s fairly ~bundant,
a~thongh it can not be pastured as heavily as in the States, an?- the t1mb~r furmshes shelter from the inclement weather, so that stock do~s fa1~ly ~~ll. w1t~out
feed or shelter. This last summer, however, i,ieveral cattle m this vicm1ty died;
som~ think from eating skunk cabbage. Several of the cows died a few days after
calvrng. One man on Spruce Island lost 7 head.
.
.
Farming, as it is known generally, is not followed here. The av~1lable land 1s
not usually found in large lots. Gardening, however, receives considerable attention from all classes.
The principal vegetables raised are potatoes, turnips, cabbage: radishes, lettuce,
cauliflower, rhubarb, etc.
Potatoes can be planted early in May and harvested in September, but are not
fully matured. The vines are green at that time. The yield is usually g~od and ~he
tubers of fair size, sometimes large, but they are very watery. An experiment with
potatoes on new aandy soil this year was a failure.
Turnips are sown early, yield well, and mature in September. They are usually
very wormy.
Cabbages are started in hotbeds or in boxes in the house, set out as soon as frosts
a:e past, and they head, but not very solidly, by September. Cauliflower head
mcely.
Radishes and lettuce flourish well with little care. Rhubarb grows rapidly, like
most of the annuals and even some of the biennials. It begins to send up seed stalks
as soon as the first leaves are well set.
Peas have been tried but run largely to vines. Dwarf kinds have borne a small
crop, the first of which might perhaps mature.
I do not know of wheat or rye having been tried in this vicinity. A. field of oats
sown April 6 on new sandy soil now is in the milk. The straw on part of the field
is 3 or 4 feet high, and will make good h ay or ensilage.
Haymaking is a serious problem, as the native grasses do not grow very tall
usually, and the weather is often too rainy to admit of its drying. We have constructed a silo this summer but find the getting of grass n, problem. It is necessary
to go from 4 to 10 miles to find grass worth cutting. Cultivated grass may solve
this problem.
My opinion is that neither farming nor gardening can be made remunerative in
th~s section. Gardening pays only because thereby fresh vegetables otherwise unattarnahle are procured.
Yours, very truly,
[Rev.] CURTISS P. COE.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESON,
Sitka, Alaska.

VEGETABLES AND :FLOWERS AT KEN AI.
KENA.I, COOK INLET: ALASKA, July 23, 1898.
DEAR Sm: Your letter of July 2 is at hand. I am more than pleased to furnish
you what information I possess.
_In regard to stock raising, I can say from experience that my cattle are in a splendid condition, healthy, and from feed which is obtained in this neighborhood-as
plump as cattle which are stall-fe(l in other localities. Alfalfa, timothy, and oat
hay can be grown here with great success. Barley, wheat, and other grain hay,
from the shortness of the season and the abundant rainfall, become coarse so cattle
will not eat it.
As to farming, the country in and around Kenai in some localities is quite open
an~ th~ oil is a rich sandy loam. In and around Tyoouik and on the Sushi tu a and
Kmk nvers the country is the same. At Ninilchik (or Maunona, as it is marked on
the maps) the Ru ·sians raise large crops of 1_totatoes both for their own use and for
sal .
t 'aldova nnd English Bay the season being longer hay can be cured to
b_ ter advant~ge ~han at points farther up the inlet. We have always been at a
di ad vanta~e.m this part of the Terr~tory on account of the poverty of the people.
';l'h Y are w1lhn~ to work but have little money t o spare to buy seeds and farming
1mpl men ts. If th se coul<l be obtained they would be put to good nse. As to garde~ tru k Ru h aR cabbage, turnips, ruta-bagas, carrots, lettuce, radishes, potatoes,
01110? , p(•a:-; au,l h aus th . e ar grown here w ith marked success. I have a1, present 1 r my own Ui ' two large patches of tho a,bove-narned vegetables and have
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always had great success so far. As to flowers and ornamental _p lants, most any
kind that is grown in any ordinary climate where the temperature 1s not lower than
500F. during the summer months can be grown here if looked ~,fter .. The ~eed of
such plants as pinks must be sown in boxes in early spring, a1;1d likewise ~u~trngs of
roses, and kept indoors; but as for nasturtiums,pansies, poppies, swee~ w1ll1~m, and
other kinds, I have them planted in my garden outdoors an~ b~ cove!mg with hay
in late fall have managed always to have them come up agam m sprmg as good as
if planted in California or elsewhere. The natives ask me for seeds and pl~nts
wherever I go, and if I had some to give them I could give you a good report ID a
short time.
I VAN BoRTNOVSKY lpriest),
Respectfully,
Per E. R. B.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESON,
Sitka, A laska.

FIFTEEN YEARS IN WESTERN ALASKA.
CooK INLET, ALASKA, KENAI, August 30, 1898.
DEAR Srn : In reply to your letter of inquiry, I will try to give you a full account
of my experieuce as to the agricultural and horticultural possibilities of those parts
of the district in which I have b een located from time to time since 1883.
I was first stationed on Popoff Island, one of the group called Shumagin Isla~ds,
l ying some 300 miles t o the westward of Ka,diak Island. I began my first e:fforts
here about the middle of April, 1883. I b roke ground some 300 feet back of the salt
house of the McCollam F islling and Trading Company's station at Pirate C?ve, and
undertook to raise a little garden of several kinds of vegetables. I was told 1~ would
b impossible to raise anything outside of r adishes and maybe a few turnips, but
notwithstanding all the reports of failures, I planted a small amount of all the se_eds
I bad at the time, wh ich wer e peas, beans, l ettuce, radishes, spinach, celery, turmps,
ruta-bagas, beets, onions, cabbage, an cl about 100 hills of Early Rose potatoes, and
then waited to note the results. The groun d I h ad well manured with the offal from
the c·hicken hou e and a quantity of fish guano, which was very plentiful at that
place1 and all foreign matter in the sh ape of weeds I kept clear from the be<ls. '~'he
weatuer was unusually mild, and in a short time I h ad the pleasure of witness11?g
the coming up of some of the seed planted; but, to make the account shol't, I will
state that with the exception of beets and onions, all the seed planted produced
satisfactory crops, and proved that the place and climate were fully adapted to the
growth of the above-named vegetables. Some two years l at er, while hunting at
Cbeneb ma Island of the same group, I scattered some oats and barley on a plat of
groundfromwbich th moss had been removed, andin t he month of Septemuer, ou~y
r turn to tb same place, I found evidence of there h aving been quite a crop. The grarn
wa small but hard, and fully matured, and I think if it had been attended to would
bav
ati factory. The following year, while in port, Captain Andera
of the schooner Isabella, thought hEi would plant some seed, and
·
d and-£ rwa:rd on the fishing ground atop and see if he conl<l
s from the same, so he bad some of the :fishermen break up aml
land in a place called ortheast Harbor, on one of the Nagai
·
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brush in spots, in some places for several miles. There are open spaces ~rrigated by
small streams which abound in brook trout and other small fish. Bernes are plentiful, and I think some of our native fruit trees could be cultivated there. Now, to
turn to the eastern district the Kenai Peninsula is one of the garden spots of Alaska.
I think, from what I have ;een, it is one of the best places for successful farming a~d
gardening in this country. At Kussiloff the Russians have raised alfalfa and white
clover, and they have volunteered every year for the past six summers. Every kind
of vegetable has been planted, and in seasons oflong duration with little rain have
proved -very successful. In 1895 I planted barley and oats in the open ground, and
they beaded and ripened all right. The grain was small but fully matured. They
were cut-what little there was of them-and fed to the horse, and he preferred them
to hay brought from San Francisco. At Kenai, 10 miles north of Kussiloff, can be
seen gardens with p eas, cabbage, tomatoes, turnips, ruta-bagas, radishes, lettuce,
celery, beets, onions, and hills of potatoes, covering, in all, several acres._ There neyer
has been any trouble in raisin{)' garden truck at this place, the main drfficulty berng
the poorness of the people ancf also the getting of seed to plant. A donation of seed
and implements to till the ~round would help them out.
At Ninilcbik, a village m1dway between Kussiloff and Anchor Point 1 are at least
20 acres under cultivation. The principal products are potatoes, turmps, cabbage,
and lettuce, but all kinds of vegetables have been raised there. There are some 25
head of cattle at this village, all in fine condition, and the people are energetic and
willing to be enlightened in methods of farming. The hav they use is the ordinary
redtop, a grass common to the region. The country the·reabouts is very open in
spots, and the ground is a rich loam well mixed with leaf mold.
I think I have given sufficient evidence to prove that something can be done in the
line of farming in the coast region.
Hoping you will fully understand that I have written only what I have seen or
tried,
I am, .respectfully.
EUGENE R. BOGART,
·
.A.gent Alaska Commercial Company.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESON,
Sitka, A laska.

LARGE CROP OF POTATOES AT TYOONIK.
TYOONIK, ALASKA, .April 19, 1898.
Sm : Yours of March 5 duly received; also seeds. I will endeavor to give them a
good trial and will notify you of results.
From what I have seen since I have been here I believe that this is a good fruit
country-that is, for the northern varieties. Currants grow wild here; they grow
mnch l arger than in the lower country. Cabbage grow to the size of a bushel basket,
though they will not head unless tied up. Carrots, beets, parsnips, and turnips
gr?w an~l do_ well here. In fact, I believe that anything grown in Minnesota and
W1sconsm will grow here. I planted 18 bushels of potatoes last spring and dug 400
bushels in the fall. One turnip weighed 16 pounds. I have at present 5 acres unde1
cnltivation, and by next fall will have 30 acres more. Any plants or seeds you may
see fit to send me I will endeavor to give a fair trial and notify you of the results,
If convenient I would like to try fruit-that is, of the hardy variety.
Yoars, respectfully,
MAJ. MATSON.

A

I TANT SECRETARY,

Departrnent of .Agriculture..

OB ERVATIONS ON THE SUSHITNA RIVER COUNTRY.
TYOONIK, COOK INLET, ALASKA, September 3, 1898.
DEAR • I_R: In ace pting your invitation to give yon some notes on my observations
of th agn ultnral and climatic conditions and possibilities of the Sushitna H.iver
conutry , ~ would say that my bu iness and object, and that of our part.v, in ascenclinoth • ush1tna was so entirely and e sentially of a prospecting and mining characte~
a_ to xe:lu~e any other than a very superficial inquiry into the agricultural condit10ns existmg there. Such of them, however, as I dicl observe impreas.ed me so
trongly tbat ~ shall h~ve no difficulty in recalling them at this time.
At th . ush1tna _stat10n of the Alaska Commercial Company, locntecl about.25 miles
up tb • n v r, I DJoyed, through th ourtesy of Mr. James Cleghorn, the resident
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agent of the company at that point, lettuce, radishes, green peas, and turnip-top
greens of a most exce1lent quality. This in July; later, about August 15, I was
shown new potatoes as large as one's fist, from a small patch under cultivation by
this gentleman, and also turnips of excellent size and flavor. The digging season
for the potatoes, I was informed, would be abont the middle of September. Several
other potato patches and small gardens were observed by me at this point, _all of_ an
exceptionally fine growth and appeamnce, notably that of the native or Indian_chiet
The natives at this point ca,n not be said to be of an agricultural turn of mrnd, 1f
I except the chief above mentioned. They prefer the salmon-fishing industry to that
of farming.
The Alaska Commercial Company's station is on an island of considerable ext~~t
quite close to the west side of the riYer, a part of which is cleared. Any part of it
under such simple conditions of cultivation as breaking ground, planting, and gathering would yield a bountiful harvest of these vegetables I have menti?ne~, and no
doubt many others as well. The surface ground here for a number of feet 1s app~rently a rich black loam, characteristic, so far as I reco1lect, of the entire river basm,
approximating, I should say, in area 150 square miles, or perhaps more. Tl.le Snshitna, with its tributaries, is essentially a glacier river, and the glacial clay and
d ebris brought down by it is the fertilizer that has given this entire basin an exceptionally fertile soil. The high and low bush cranberries, red raspberries, gooseb~rries, blueberri es, red currants, and the Alaska strawberry grow wild and in cons~derable pl'Ofusion throughout most of the points touched by me. All these berr_1es
are of good size and delicious flavor, and, with the exception of the strawberry, which
ripens earlier, ripened, so far a s my observation went, about Augm,t 15. The~ res.emble, both in berry and bush, those of the East and New England, exc~pt1:ng_ tl?,e
Alaska strawberry, which has a higher and stronger stalk and produces its frn1t rn
separate berries in place of clusters; but its blossoms are the same as t.he cultiva,te_cl
strawberry. I did not contrive to find any of these ripe, so can not state as to their
taste 01· -flavor.
From observation and information obtained, I am of the opinion that the Sushitna
River Valley is cap abl e of becoming not only a sustainino- but possibly a remunerative agricultural district, if it is g iven the right sort of ~ettlers.
Tbe two great impediments to the development of the section am the mosquitoes
and the winter. I place the mosquitoes first beeausei :from my experience, and I
~elieve it i~ that ?f ev~ry man who has been in there, they mnst always como firRt
m any ons1derat10n of any part of Alaska. It is not that they are any larger or
fi rccr than the mosquitoes found in Flori la, L ouisiana, or New Jersey, but because
th 'Y are so much more numerous. With the present conditions of bush and forest
and v g tat_ion in general, cattle and horr-;es, dnring the months of Jnne and Jnly,
conl<l not hv~ unless _hon~ed, and m~nkind wjthout mosquito-proof covering loses
rable mt rest m life. Clearmg the forest s and ve,retation wonld largely
tliis hy furnishing avenues for son, hine and win<l agrinst which the mor-;q nie 11nahlc to ·ontcnc1. The cl earing at the Alaslca Commercial Company's
ve a good illus.tratio n of this.
High w·
in the river, if tho sum 111 r rainfall is unusually h eavy occurs often,
'
th b iug .fuly and Augu t. This summer the rainfall ~as unusua lly
notbin , more t han a t hreaten ,1 overflow came under my observation
n
·
honhl no t he taken a d •trimental to the agri 11ltural prospect of the
tliu d l'overed the months of June, July, and August
thP riv 'I' from it month to about the forks. My
·
oat with onr party. A
Javis and Co. o.1, nu<ler
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numerous islands and sandbars mostly of a light and shifting character and often
changing and re-forming. Parties I have met upon the river, who have navigated
both the Missouri and Mississippi rivers, are my authority for the statement that the
navigating features of the Sushitna closely resemble those of the two rivers just
mentioned.
The first requirement for the development of this station for any purpose is steamboat transportn,tion such as I have outlined.
The timber of the co1mtry is spruce, birch, cottonwood, and alder, the two former
of good growth. The summer season may be said to commence with the breaking
up of the ice in the river, about May 15, although April is a very pleasant month,
and is the season of ice travel on the river. The winter commences with the closing
of the river, about October 1 to 15. The winter at the Alaska Commercial Company's
station is not excessively severe, 35° below being the maximum of cold.
·
Yours, very truly,
CHAS. A. ADAMS.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESON,
Special A gent in Charge of A.fo,ska Investigations.

CONDITIONS

AT

HOPE CITY.

Tu1rn-AGAIN-ARM 'fRADING COMPANY,
RESURRECTION CREEK, COOI( INLET, ALASKA,
Hope, July 14, 1898.
DEAR SIR: Yours of the 2d instant to hand to-day. Regarding our experience in
gardening h ere in Hope, would say that l ast year (1897) we planted, sowed, and
harvested the following:
1. Irish potatoes. Planted same May 4 to 22; harvested, or rather had to harvest
them, in the latter part of September, as the frost thereafter would have reached the
tuber-the plant, of course, was killed by frost somewhat sooner. The plants did
not become ripe, neither did the tubers attain their full growth, although they were
of fair merchantable size, merchantable, in fact, of good as well eating as keeping
quality, better keepers tb an those shipped in here from Puget Sound. A space of 42
by 30 feet, or 140 square yards, yielded 425 pounds.
2. Radishes sown in May were good for the table in June, while 28-day radishes,
sown on the 22d of June, attained their proper size in twenty-two days.
3. Ruta-bagais, seeded May 22, and taken up October 1, weighed 1 pound average.
We herein inclose some radish and mignonette seed grown by us here; also a few
grains of volunteer wheat gathered here.
The present season(1898) we have growing Irish potatoes, radishes, cabbage1 beets,
carrots, parsnips, turnips, ruta-bag as, onion sets.
The above cover about 700 square yards. The greater part of this is planted to
potatoes.
We do not know of anyone else experimenting in gardening or the like in all of
the Turn-Again-A.rm country. Farther up the A.rm, say from Six-Mile Creek up to.
the head, it is growing colder as you proceed, apparently caused by the glacier lying
between th e A.rm and Portage Bay, on Prince William Sound.
There is probably about eight sections of level bottom land, never washed or
flooded by the highest of tides, here at the mouth of Resurrection Creek, one-third
to one-half of which will most likely be of sufficient depth in vegetable mold to
admit of tillage. The whole of it seems to have been at a r emote past a portion of
the A.rm, later on filled up with glacial debris, w ith gr avel as the upper layer, whereupon vegetable life has come into existence, in turn dying, decaying, and forming
vegetable mold, soil intermixed with sand. This soil is of varying depth, in places
too shallow for the successful raising of crops. However, although resting on a
gravel bed, it is never affected by dry weather, sin ce the gravel in turn is said to lay
?n _gla ·ial clay (commonly called "clay bed rock" here) a,n.d so1Uething like suburigated.
All of the aforesaid area on Resurrection is densely covered with spruce trees, frequently 75 feet in height and above, interspersed with cottonwood near the water
onrses, and also some bircbe.·.
It will be known to you that the climate out here is more agreeable than in any
other pa.rt of ~la ka-plenty of sunshine and still sufficient precipitation. Have
made observat10_ns. as regards temperature for sometime, and if interestea would
thank you to o mform us. We have r aised chickens since 1896; they are doing well
h re.
lost resp ctfnlly,
T. A.. A.. T. Co.
Per F. ROLL.
Pr f.
• ('-g R rn N 1
Sitka, Alaska.
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SEEDS NEEDED.

PEARL ISLA.ND, AT ENTRANCE OF COOK INLET,
Septembe1' 18, 1898.
DEAR Sm: In answer to your inquiries just received we will state tbat our ~xperiments in agriculture have been very limited. They havo been continell cb1~tly to
raising potatoes, turnips, lettuce, and radishes, all of which thrive well her~ m onr
sandy loam. For fertilizer we use kelp, which is washed upon the beach 111 large
quantities at times, and can be composted at small expense.
.
In the Fourth Alexandrowsky settlement the available soil is more fertile th~n 1t
is here. The natives, seeing us raise potatoes and other vegetables, st~rted 10. to
raise some themselves with surprising results: 'fhe implement they use m workmg.
the ground is generally a barrel stave or other stick of wood. This year mo~t ~f
them have a little garden, but our garden seed did not reach to all. The turmp 1s
without question t he most easily raised of all garden truck. They often gr~w to
the size of a dinner-plate in circumference. The native is a willing gardener. l'hey
have found that vegetables along with salmon save the flour s::1,ck a great deal. The
commercial seeds found in this country are very unreliable, and if th e Department
would distribute some seed among the natives I do not doubt that they would be
thoroughly- tested. We plant potatoes in May and harvest them the latter part of
September or the beginning of October, according to season. One box o~ seed
potatoes will produce four boxes of as large potatoes as any raised in Califorma and
on box of small immature potatoes.
'l'hi practically covers our experience here.
Re pectfully,
ANDERSON BROTHERS.
Prof. C. C. GEORGE ON, Sitka.

GOOD SUCCESS AT COAL TIARB0R.
COAL HARBOR, S~ptember 17, 1898.
Yours of July 2 was received on August 21, and in answer would state that
our farming has been on a very limited scale and only to supply our own wauts. Yye
hav~ planted and raised beets, radishes, salsify, onions, lettuce, cabbage, garlic,
cauliflowers, carrots, pea , potatoes, rhubarb, turnips (the Early White), and rutnbaga , all v r
sfully. In the latter part of May we plow the ground once, then
pnt in our
and plant about the 1st of June. Tho potatoes we dig in the
latt r par
h r, sometimes not till the milhlle of October, and from 150
t in return from 8 to 10 bags of fin large potatoes.
ala we have raised are sheep, goats, rabbits, chickens, and one
IR:

om the same land year after year for twelve years and never
native grass has grown on th ground from wl1ich we make
In making hay we cut it, t hen spread it out to dry, and
barn perfectly cnred, and it keeps all winter.
de, bnt at the Ac mo point three years ago the agent of
e f r hi h rr , bnt it wa not a ucc s.
lve yean1 I t hink the ountry adapted for stock-raising.
a
int r dry gras eems to retain its nntrito njoy it. 'fb snow does not lie on the
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can pick up most of their t ed all winter.
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lettuce, peas, and carrots. We plant in early part of .June and gather the crops
about the middle of September.
.
.
About field crops I can say nothing, for I have ~ever experimented, and I thmk
the season is too short and rainy. The crops herem named _grow very well. The
soil is soft and sandy. About the Yukon Valley I know nothmg, and therefore can
not give yon any information.
[Rev.] v. v. MODEST0FF,
Vety respectfully,
Nitshagalc, A las lea.
Mr. C. C. GEORGESON.
(Nnshagak River falls into an arm of Bristol Bay, Bering Sea. )

CONDITIONS AT UN ALASKA.
UNALASKA, ALASKA, July 16, 1898.
DEAR Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the r eceipt of your circular letter of
tho ?d instant. I t_ake pleasure in pbcing_ at the disposal of your o~c~ such inf'or:matLOn as observation and a prolonged residence here has brought w1th~n my roach.
It will be needless to state that agriculture is not being pursued here m an organized manner. Many natives, however, cultivate garden~ of m<_>re or les~ ~xtent, and
generally in a shiftless and desultory fashion, but sometunes with surprisrng results.
A turnip was grown last summer on Garden Island and sent to the office of the
Alaska Commercial Company in San Francisco as a curiosity. While fresh the specimen measured fully 9 inches horizontal and 5 inches vertical diameter.
A herd of 20 or 30 cattle owned by a native thrive fairly. During the open season,
lasting from beginning of May until .January, abundant pasture is provided by the
wild grasses which grow with tropical luxuriance at the base of the mountains and
upon the level stretches of the shore. The moist and variable climate makes the
curing of hay a very uncertain operation. Some effort in this direction, however,
is annually persisted in, though with indifferent success. The cattle are, therefore,
left to worry through the winter as best .they may, and seem to find sustenance in
seaweed, fish offal, clothing, and clotheslines-in fact, in any impedimenta about
town, only barring the proverbial tin-can and gum-boot diet of the urban goat.
Ensilage preserved in a most defective; temporary silo was during the winter eaten
with great avidity. I noticed, however, on the occasion, that the mission cow,
being fed on imported hay, would have none of the ensilage. Sheep, if kept over
winter, generally sicken, lose their wool, and die. Hogs, having the freedom of the
town and r eady access to the water front, do well; their flesh, however, to most
people is not palatable. Chickens and waterfowl invariably prosper, though to
some extent feed for them must be imported.
A herd of reindeer placed some years ago by Doctor .Jackson (I am devoid of information as to numbers) are reported as running wild in the hills. During my presence a few of the tamer of the deer have paid the town a visit on sever::tl occasio11s
in the hardest part of the winter. Their stay h as been short, owing, no doubt, to
the decided hostility displayed by the domesticated cattle and the boisterous inquisitiveness on the part of the "dorg" of the nati ve village. By man they are readily
approached, and take kindly to lH~ing petted. At all times when seen they appear
to be in good condition and in perfect harmon y with their environment.
Two groves of spruce trees r emain as a monument to the interest taken by the
early Russians in timber culture. One is located upon Amaknak and the other upon
Expedition Island. Both together will hardly cover a half acre. The young trees
wero imported from Sitka. Anyone familiar with the ,stately growth of timber of
soutbea tern Alaska would hardly recognize the relationship between the two.
Thongh sh ltered and sunny nooks have been selected for the plantations, the trees
l1ave rn no in tance attained an altitude of 20 feet, but with_ dwarfed trunks are
senclin~ their gnarled and distorted limbs ;tlong the ground.
Bern s of many varieties ITT'OW wild in the hills; they are not to be compared for
abun~ance and lusciousn ess with the southeast Alaskan product, and some seasons,
I am rnformed, prove almost a total failure.
A_ l tt~r ju t co~e to hand from a friend operating on Simeonofsky Island, and
which I !nclo , w!ll explain itself. In a former communication from the same party
be <1 scr1h d a futile attempt at corn and tomato planting.
cry respectfully,
JAMES C. BLAINE .
rof. ' . C. GR RGE o T'

Special Llge11t,

itka, Alaska.
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The letter referred to in the foregoing is of a personal nature, but. the following
is quoted in order to indicate what is done in the lines of gardenmg and stock
raising:
''The island is the finest in this part of the country. I have some ~attle here wh~ch
are thriving well, and I intend to procure as many calves as poss1ble the commg
fall. * * * I am not at all lonesome on the island. I have got the tinest_garden
in Alaska and it keeps me busy all the time. I raised cauliflowers that weighed 8
pounds.
"J. C. SMITH."

GOOD GRAZING IrOR EIGHT MONTHS IN THE YEAR.
UNALASKA, ALASKA, July 16, 1898.
Sm: Yours dated July 2 I have just received, and in reply would inform you t~at
I have had no experience in agriculture in the Yukon Valley. I have made considerable inquiry in regard to the above and I find that they all agree in this, that the
hardy vegetables, such as turnips, radishes, lettuce, cabbage, peas (and potato~s to
some extent), can be raised quite successfully almost any place on the Yukon River.
I am also told by those who have spent some time in the Yukon Valley th~t ha,y can
be cured and raised quite successfully in that country. In regard to this part of
Alaska I have been quite successful in raising turnips, radishes, lettuce, rhubarb,
and potatoes. The potatoes grew quite large, but did not ripen. I have cureLI. and
pnt up from 5 to 10 tons of the wild grass for hay here the last three years, as I b~d
a cow_to feed and care for. The hay was very good, and my cow did wel~ on it.
The difficulty I found was getting the hay cured as it rained so much dunng the
su~mer. I succeeded in making ensilage quite w~ll. l!,or eight months in the year
this is a good grazing country, as cattle will live that time withont feed, and some
years they would live most all the year without feeding. Sheep and hogs do well
here also. I am mncb interested in the agricultural development of the country.
Very respectfully,
L. R. WOODWARD,
United States Comniissioner.
Prof. C. C. GEORGE ON,
Special Agent, Sitka, .Alaslca.
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BORT, HUT GRASS PLENTIFUL,

J SErn' ' AKULURAK, YUKO

DELTA, ALASKA,

Septeniber 21, 1898.
At our f;t. Jo~epb's Mission we have r aised some pretty good radi h_es,
.
lettuce and turrnps. v o had planted likewise a few potatoes, but w:ith
littl ~ s ; pe~hap,· th gronncl was not sufficiently prepared, or perhaps the tune
f r th 1r gr wth 1s alto ther _too short. As a role, one can plant only toward the
nd of Jone, n.nd about the middle of eptember it will be necessary to gather the
<'rop.
ra
ind d, grows p1entifn11y aroun,1 our. tation and h nee one could have an
ab~ncl~n
f fe cl for sto ·k if th freqaen rain wonld' not pr vent the curing of bay.
1 b1nk it ,vonlcl be• w rth w11il t gi v the• ilo a trial.
\' r ' r · p c fn))
[Rev.J J. POST,,' • •J.
Ir.
rtm 11t of . l(Jri ·ulture, itka Alaska.
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·1 1 ·t hasb n a 1ittl tr nhl . om t
Some years, when rainy setahsons ~1ave p~~:a:1!~;11 on loner pol R, tw ro" aboV<' h
make hay We then hang
e grcu,s, w
b
'
,., · t
L
h lt •r
11
other, and then let it hang until pertectlyt dryh~,ni :!v~ ~ }~r ~;.~ ,rd 11 • ·e. · fnl.
I confine myself to our own expernnen s, w 1C
Very respectfully,
A. E. KARL

!

Prof. C. C.

•

GEORGESON,

Special .Agent, Sitka, Alaska.

INSTRUCTIVE REPORTS ]<ROM HOLY

HoLY Unoss
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Scplcmhl'r !,i , 1.'9

DEAR Srn: Yours of July 2, requesting information as to n.µ:ril'nltnr _in Alask~,
received. Our experience of eight or ten years ba s proven tons t,hat agn ultnr _m
Alasb1 is not at all impossible. 'With very limited meanR 011r gard •n h:~v t ac~i]y
improved and this year our potato yield was 198 bushels to the ncrP notw1th. taudmg
the unfav~rable weather and the lateness in plan ting ( J nne 1).
As a rule however our veo-etables do not folly ripen, from th
hortne
season. We are con'fident, tl.1ough, of gaining two weekH next pring, by_
wood ashes over the surface of the snow in the b eginning of May. We tri d
last spring with satisfaction.
.
Our crop this year was as follows: Potatoes (Early Rose), Yny plentiful thon_o-h
small from want of time and beb10· planted too thick; largest 1 onnce . Tnrmp
(YeJlow Globe) sown broadcast in° new garden, bnlf broken, di1l well· Pnrpl T .P
and Flat Dutch both excellent quality and large ; largN,t 5½ pounds. Rnta,-baga chtl
better this year from b eing plante<l farther apart (abont 12 or i- in be ) · _larg t
2or3pounds. Cabbage (Large Drumhead aml Early Wakefield) Y ry sat1 fa tory;
cauliflower, only fair this .season; too wet. Beets (kind unknown, paper lo t ) poo~·;
all went to seed ; tops cutoff, but they did not improve. Carrots (Dn,nvers), those rn
the choice beds did better than ever. Celery, 1nusley, rhubarb 1 and lett,uce u.11 did
well. Onions very small; have never tried settings.
I am unable to furnish the names of all the kinds of vegetables plnntetl, for t he
little packages were lost by our not overcareful Indian boys, who are our u ual
assistants in the gardens. It is very important, too, to know just whi eh kind of
the various vegetables are best. As a rule we can succeed best "'°ith the earliest
maturin g . This_year we succeeded for the :first time to get green beans, by taking
special care, in a well-manured bed.
Corn has failed so far. It is likely that the wrong kind was chosen for the trial.
~arly Dwarf Sugar, like that raised in the Northern States, would proba,bly succeed
m good seasons.
The abundance of wild berries is a good sign that berries coultl be cultivated, and
this year we have added to our prolific berry patch some strawberr;y vines, which we
hope will bear fruit next season . There is a probability also that the ha,rdier apple
trees or other hardy fruits would sncceetl with care. A trial was rnnde in this line,
but met with failure only because the trees were delayed so long on th e wn.y that
they were ~lmo~t dried up :Vhen they rea_ched here. As to the raising of: g-r~ius, ,~e
have not gn-en 1t a really fair test. The first attempts were too discoura.gmg rn their
outcome, and thi s is one reason, joined to the fact th11t so far we have not needetl to
raise grain for domestic consumption, why no further attempts have been made for
several years. We intend sowing some wheat this fall. As for ensilage, we have
nev r tried it, and there is no one here thoroughly conversant with the methods of
making it. This fall we intend making a small trial to the best of onr knowledge,
and we hope to have the pleasure next year of reconnting to you the results of this
a.n~ of ?ur other experiments. Ensilage may have to become the substitute for hay,
which i~ a v~ry uncer_tain crop owinp; to the prevalence of rainy weather during the
hnrvestm~ t_1m e. This year our entire hay crop was spoiled, and we shall have to
get a prov1s1on of lake grass when the ice forms.
nr 3 head of cattle-bull, cow, and heifer-require to be fed until June, though
they could actually su11port themselves in the lakes until Christmas. After that the
snow ~eepens and they can not leave the beaten roads . But not the least danger to
stock 1s the omniprcse1;1t Alaska o~ imported dog . With the most vigilaut care, :"fe
have almost come to the conclusion that dogs and stock of any kind can not live
together. The same for fowls.
In ?U! neighborhood there appear to be boundless stretches of good pasture land,
and 1t 1 almost true, in fact,, though in summer the mosquitoes and flies make the
w odB a.nil swamps untenable and the stock actually grow thin in the midst of plenty.
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Our meadow consists merely of cleared bottom land. It has never been broken
nor burnt over, and yet it yields every year a splendid crop of grass. Timothy has
been sowed in small patches for trial with success.
As for what can be done for agriculture in our region of the country I would say
first that there are along the river only small areas good for cultivation, shelte;ed
spots between tbe foot of the mountains and the high-water level. The va~t maJority of the level land is subject to overflow in spring. The se::ison, too, 1s short,
though this is greatly remedied by the length of the days and the absence of coo]
nights. It is really astonishing to see how nature seems to make up for the short.
ness of the season by other helps, of which she takes every advantage.
We send to you a box of choice vegetables. They are 1 Flat Dutch turmp, 3
pounds 8 ounces; 1 Yellow Ulobe turnip, 3 pounds 8 ounces; 1 carrot, 7 oun?e~; 4
potatoes-15 ounces, 13 ounces, 12 ounces, and 11 ounces. We are sending a s1m1lar
assortment to Washington.
.
The Department announces us some seeds this summer, but our very ~eaut1ful
mail service has failed to deliver them, as well as half our other mail. We would
be very thankful to you if you could manage to get some seeds through to us befor_e
next spring. We will take particular care to let you know the result of any experimental seeds received. We only regret that our lack of h elp and means prevent us
from experimenting more extensively.
R. J. CRIMONT, S. J.,
Very respectfully,
buperintendent Holy Cross Mission.
Prof. C. C. GEORGESON,
Sitka, .Alaska.

A. SISTER'S NOTABLE SUCCESS AT GARDENING.

HOLY CROSS MISSION, September 26, 1898.
Sm: I have just perused your kind missive addressed to Reverend Father
Monroe about gardening matters, and am most happy to give you a little account of
my own experience concernin~ the same.
I have had charge of the sisters' garden for the past five years, and, alth_ough I
haven ver made any special study of this branch of industry, I have been qmte succ s fol in the cultivation of cabbage, cauliflower, celery, lettuce, onions, parsley,
P as, potatoes, radish s, turuips, and rhubarb. I have also tried carrots and beets,
but always with less success . till I mnst not condemn t.he seed nor the vegetable,
as I ha.v received very fine samples of the above mentioned from the fathers' garden.
I r~ther thi~k.I did not ~ive them all the attention and proper treatment they reqmre. I will rncl?Be a list of flowers and vegetables which grow best in our ~arde!l·
I generally begm to sow the seeds in boxes from the 12th to the 20th of April.
'fh(' e I ~ut out_cTu ring the day and cover with glass, but I am obliged to have ~hem
br nght rn at mght on a count of the hard frost. Ou the 1st of last May I risked
my b?x of
orM, and in pite of all the covering I could scrape up in
th _lrne of
blankets, etc., they an got frozen, so I was obliged to
he,i..rin al~ ov
had fro t this year as late as May 21.
,
lhe l1~a
y ar to year. In 1 95 I owed radishes May 14-; in 1 96,
1 ·2 2m
nd in 1 9 , fay 12. We begin to ga.th r our first radishes
aho1~ n
a.nd this is generally a Rta.ndard date for the potatoe to be
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List of varieties successfully grown by Sister M . Winif1·ed.
Cabbage.-Early Jersey Wakefield, Early Flat Dutch, Early Drumhead.
Cauliflower.- Snowball, Early P ar is, Early Dwarf Erf'urt.
.
Turnip.-Early White F lat Dutch, Extra Early Mi~an, Improved American Rutab a ga.
Radish.-French Breakfast, Olive Rose, Chartiers.
Onions.-Extra Early Red, Yello w Danvers, Large Wethersfield.
Pea.-Little Gem, American Wonder, Early Alaska.
Lettuce.-Hanson, Golden Heart.
Parsley.-Extra Double Curl ed.
Beet.-Eclipse, Edmand's Blood Turnip.
Carrot.-Danvers, Ox-heart.
Celery.-Giant Pascal, White Plume.
F lowers which have bloomed at Holy Cross 1l!fission dnring the past th1-ee years.
1. Verbena.
2. Chry santhemum-five kinds.
3. Swan River daisy.
4. Dianthus.
5. Aster.
6. Helichrysnm.
7. Double Japan pinks.
8. Nasturtium.
9. Pan sy .
10. Rbodan tbe.
11. Mign onette.
12. Ammobium.
13. Acroclinum.
14. Nicotina.
15. Coreopsis.
16. Ageratum.
17. Sw eet p ea.
18. California p oppy.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Carnation poppy.
Phlox Drummondii.
Suapdra.gon.
Zinnia.
Linum Grarn1ifl.orum.
Stock.
Candytuft.
Marigold.
Bachelor'K button.
Virginia stoek.
Gypsophi!a.
Carnation.
Centrantlms.
Convolvulus.
Salpiglossis.
Sweet william.
Maculata.
Butterfly.

DESI RE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN EXPERIMENT STATION.

CHRIST CHURCH MISSION,

Anvik, Alaska, Septernber 24, 1898.
DEAR SIR: The seeds from the Depa~tment were received too late to plant this
year but we sh all doubtless try them n ext season.
·
· We hav e not done much with our garden at Anvik, but have successfully raised
turnips, r uta-bagas, b eets (bloocl), cabbages, cauliflowers, potatoes, peas. T he
potatoes from this region, so far as I h ave observed, are fair sized but soggy. The
rest are fair crops.
We all d esire t he establishment of an agricultural station in t his p art of the
Yukon Valle.y to test crops and conditions, and the increasing immigrat ion w ould
make such action seem reasonable and timely.
I could not at present promise to undertake any experimen ts here for want of
cleared ground; but we shall doubtless flevelop in that direction, and meantime
shall be happy to be in communication with the Department.
I sent samples of soil, native berries, etc., by Dr. Jackson last year.
Very truly, yours,
[Rev.] JOHN w. CHAPMAN,
Dr. A.
TRUE, Director, P-tc.
GARDENING ON THE YUKON.

The following extrc ct are t.aken from the report made to the Department f griculture by Dr. Sheldon Jackson, who made an official visit
to tbe ukon Valley in the summer of 1897, and through the courtesy
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of the Secretary of the Interior undertook to collect data regarding the
agricultural possibilities of that region:
The soil of the Yukon Valley is a rich loam, from the falling leaves of the forests
with a sandy subsoil. Sometimes the river banks that have been cut down by the
floods or ice will show alternate layers of muck and sand 15 feet deep. Owing to ~be
frozen subsoil the roots of' trees do not -go down deep, but spread out along the ice,
and are therefore easily removed. * * * The area for cultivation is greatl_y Cl~rtailed by the liability of the river bottoms to annual inundations, but there 1s still
a sufficiency of good land to raise all the hardy vegetables needed for the home
market. The areas for pasturage are more extensive, but the climate, the 8 to 9
mouths of feeding, and the torment of the mosquitoes will probably vrevent cat~le
raising. The pasturage for reindeer is practically limitless, and the raising of remdeer will yet be a large and profitable industry.
.
At Koserefski, 338 miles from the mouth of tlie river, and at Anvik, 358 rmles, I
fonnd gardens kept by the Roman Catholic Mission at the former place, and the
Protestant-Episcopal Mission at the latter place, at which were successfully grown
tlie following vegetables: Potatoes, turnips, cauliflowers, radishes. lettuce, ca1?bage,
carrots, and beets. I saw potatoes about seven or eight inches long and three mc~es
in diameter, and turnips weighing 10 pounds. The surest crop is the early turmp.
Potatoes are of an inferior quality, being frequently watery. Peas propagate themselves. Radishes, lettuce, cabbages, cauliflower, and the Egyptian blood beet do well;
carrots do well in some places; beans have so far been a failure. In some few of the
places where vegetables have been tried the cabbap;es have been kept frozen, the
potatoes in the cellars under the houses; turnips, beets, and carrots have not kept
well. In course of time improved root cellars will be constructed, which will secure
mn~h better results in the future.
The Roman Catholic missionaries at Koserefski have tried cattle, sheep, and goats.
The native dogs killed the goats and the sheep and cattle died. They are now
making their second experiment with cattle. There is au abundant supply oJ grass,
especia:lly redtop, both for pasture and cutting, but the nncertainty of good weather
for cur mg hay when cut makes it <lifficnlt to secure it in quantities. This, however,
could lie 1·emediecl by the introduction of silos. However another and almost insuperable difficulty in making hay is the plague of mosquito~s, which makes the lifo of
the haym aker almost unbearable. " " ,.
Eight miles from Circle City, back in the foothills, on Birch Creek, is a large sandy
traet of ground where some man has an experimental garden this year, and it co uld
not tnrn ont better than it bas so far. No ice is met and the earth seems to be warm.
The potato vines were large and in blossom, afte; having been planted but fifty
day . The garden tn1ck he sent to Circle City was first class.
, At l•~ort 'nclahay, l,_522 miles from the mouth of the river, on the edge of the
anadiau bouud~ry, I founcl a good garden kept by the commercial company. Peas,
bean , beets, :a<hshe.·, lettuce, cabbage, seemed to be thriving iu the garden, which
wa pfanted m M~y, from _the 20th ~o June 2. At Circle City, and perhaps other
pl · ce , l ttuc , radtsbe , omon~, t11r~1ps, and peas, for early use, are sown on the
r fs of the hons , th log ~abrn berng c vered with dirt roofs, and the warmth of
t~~e ~ous pr ~,ably conveyrn~ hea,t to th soil on the roofs.
ix miles below Circle
Lt) 1r. R. \ 1lso11 who form sbes cord wood for the steamers is accustomed when
nn P nin i !11a.cl in th wood uffi i •ntly large to l et the su~ reach the gro~nd, to
l o n h
11 lwtw n tb root and tumps and sow turnip eed. In 1896 he
m, 1k, t ·d 3
ponnc1 oftnrnip , receivin~ 15 cents a pound for the sam .
1: ~g v . •. t· hl g_arcl n ha been stabh bed opposite Dawson the capital of the
Klon,hk 1ummg n • 1ou.
'
lr. ,J :u·k I_· 111: t 1:1 n ld-tim fur trader at Forty-Mile r k prepared som
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ries, strawberries, and others-can and are being raised successfully in the Yukon
Valley.
•
·
For the facts concerning the Upper Yukon dist rict I am l argely mdebted to Miss
Anna Fulcomer, teacher at Circle City.
CURRANTS AND RASPBERRIES .ABUNDANT.

Mr. Isaac J ones, a graduate of the Kansas State Agricultural College,
and for a time assistant in the Experiment Station there, writes concern-

ing the natural products of the Northwest Territory, especially along
the McQueston River. After mentioning the abundance of high-bush
cranberries and blueberries, he says:
I founcl red currants July 28-.August 5. They were fully ripe at this time, and
-w-ere as large as any cuHivated varieties I have ever seen. 'l'he flavor, however, was
not so good, nor were the bunches as compact as those I have seen in localities where
the red currant grows well in the States. .At this time I also found numerous
patches of red raspberries. They were not ripe then, however, but iu coming
upstream ten days later we found them fully ripe, and some of them ready to fall to
the ground. .At one camping place myself and partner picked nearly two quarts in
about twenty minutes: They were fully as large as the average of cultivated varieties,
and we thought the flavor as fine as any we had ever eaten. About this time, too,
the cranberries began to ripen. They grow low on the ground, are somewhat Gmaller
than and not of such an acid flavor as the commercial cranberry. In certain localities these are very abundant, and the vines bear a heavy crop.
SURVEY OF STATION LAND AT SITKA.

As soon as the work of cultivation permitted I began to look about
for a suitable piece of land for a permanent station. The best piece
for this purpose that can be found near Sitka is located immediately
back of the town. There are other pieces of land which could be
cleared, but they are either too far away from the town to be accessible
or are located too close to the mountains, which would modify both
temperature and rainfall in a way that would not be desirable. I therefore surveyed that portion of the tract lying between the mountains
and the townsite which had not already been preempted. A plat of the
tract is presented herewith (see fig. 3). It contains in round numbers 110
acres. The surface is rough, being a succession of hillocks and valleys.
This configuration has its ad vantages. The ground can be readily
drained, and it affords a variety of exposures to all points of the com .
pass to suit all kinds of plants. The timber was removed from this
tract many years ago, but the almost everlasting spruce stumps are
till in the ground. They have, however, largely decayed, and will not
be so difficult to grub out as fresh stumps. Considerable portions of the
tract are covered by a low growth of young spruce, alder bushes, and
the like. The tract is bounded on the north by the mountains, on the
east by lands belonging to the Presbyterian Mission, on the south partly
by claims, and on the west by cla,ims. A portion of the south line of
the tract runs aero s a swamp, known as Baranoff Swamp, which
adjoin the town. The soil consists mostly of pea.t , or more or less
imperfectly decayed vegetable matter. It bolds water with great tenacity, and drainage must be the first step toward its reclamation after the
land has been cleared. It i hoped to have a portion of this laud cleared,
broken, drained, and put in condition for culture next year.
By E ecutive order under date of August 12, 1898, the tract was
re rved for an agri ultural experiment station. The location is indiat<><l in tbe accompan. ing vi w (Pl. VI ), taken from the report of last
y ar ·ommi , ' iouer ·, and a pla,t of the i:;ut·vey is also submitted here' ith.
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SITE FOR HEADQUARTERS.

By Executive order under date of July 18, 1898, the building site at
Sitka known as Castle Hill, from the fact that the old Russian castle
which burned down March 17, 1894, occupied this site, has been ordered
reserved for the use of a headquarters building for the Department of
Agriculture and the Weather Bureau. 1twas so reserved for the reason
that there is not a single suitable location aside from this in the town of
Sitka which has not already been claimed by someone. Castle Hill is
illustrated herewith (Pl. II, fig. I), and a plat of the site showing its location with reference to the immediate surroundings is given (Pl. VII).
It will be seen that it is a promontory projecting into the bay. It measureti approximately 1:20 by 80 feet on top, and is in most respects an ideal
place for the purpose for which it has been reserved. A modest but
uitable frame building which will afford the necessary room will cost
about 5,000, the cost of building there being approximately twice as
much as it is in the States.
SURVEY OF EXPERIMENT STATION AT JC.A.DIAK.
0011 as I ould leave my work in Sitka I started westward, in
compfomce with my instructious to investiga,te the possibilities of agricultur at such point as I could reach. By Executive order dated
March 2 808, a tract of land a<l,ioining the town of Kadiak, on Katliak
I l< llCl,
reserved for an agricultural experiment station. I surveyed
thiH Ja11
tablished the corners, and prepared a plat of the same, which
mit h rewitb. I found it necessary to make the quarter section
r
ved by the order referred to a little l011ger than it was broad
1
a
· an •xact qnare, half a mile each way, for the reason that
t
in prevent d the ext usion of the line westward the full
b~
· but lightly wooded and the mountains for
are covered with grass instead of timber,
gion. It afi'ol'd excellent facilities
utritious and abundant everywhere.
there keep cows, and at tbe time of
excell 11t ·ondition, although they
. F. F. F eney, wbo owns a ranch
wn, had at the time of my visit a
eir exc llent condition te tified
I pre eut ome views of his
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orphanage on Wood Island, a s~all .island ne~r Kadiak, ~l~o built a
silo the past summer and was fillmg 1t at the time of my visit. I furnish an illustration of this silo herewith (Pl. IX, fig. 1). Mr. Coe bas
also kindly furnished me with a report of his experience in farming and
gardening during his stay there of several years, to which I beg leave
to can attention.
I did not find it practicable to begin :field tests at· once at Kadiak for
the reason that there was no available broken ground, and also because
of the lateness of the season. From my observations at this place I
am of tlle opinion that the region is better suited to stock-raising than
actual farming, and while I recommend that :field experiments be tried
on a small scale at Kadiak (Pl. X), I would not advise the breaking up
of any considerable area until it has been demonstrated that crops will
mature there. Hardy vegetables of all kinds can be grown there very
successfully. The gardens belonging to the Alaska Commercial Company, Mr. Frederick Sargent, and several others, testified to this, and
wl1ile I was assured by old residents that oats had matured there
repeatedly, I was also informed of many failures to mature this crop. I
recommend that seed grain from Iceland, Finland, and similar regions
where the season is short, be tried there on a small scale. Many of the
more enterprising members of the Russian population of the town grow
potatoes in a particularly favorable spot about a mile from town and I
was assured that they were very successful. An attempt to rent some of
tllis ground, which is already in condition to seed next spring, did not
meet with the hearty cooperation of the inhabitants that I had expected.
They felt that to give up their potato ground would be like relinquishing a portion of their living.
WORK .A.T KEN.A.I.

From Kadiak I went to Kenai, a small settlement consisting chiefly of
Russians and Indians, on Cook Inlet. The place is usually designated
on the maps as Fort Kenai, for the reason that some United States soldiers were stationed there for a few years after the transfer of the Territory. I surveyed land for an experiment station there comprising 320
acres, a plat of which is submitted herewith (Pl. XI). The western half of
Kenai Peninsula, the valley of the Sushitna, and the country about the
Knik Arm, and alRo a considerable stretch of country northwest of the
Inlet appeared to me to afford the most promising outlook for agriculture
in the entire coast region. As a rule the country is level or gently
undulating and possesses a fertile soil. It is less heavily timbered
than southeastern Alaska. and can be cleared at less expense. With
the exc.,_eption of efforts on a small scale by the Russians at Ninilchick,
no farming of any kind, and very little gardening, has been attempted
in this entire region; but I was informed by prospectors, traders, and
others who have lived tllere for years that oats and barley mature
there without trouble, and I am inclined to think that rye and winter
wheat can be made a success there also. The climatic conditions are
in some respects more favorable than in southeastern Alaska. The
high range of mountains on the southeast coast of the penins1rla facing the ocean will nat';}rally_ deprive the rain clo~ds from the oce~n of'
a large portion of their moi ture, so that the ramfall on the agricultural lands in the west half of the peninsula wiJl be somewhat less and
the amount of sunshine correspondingly greater than on the immediate
coa t region, thus affording grains a better chance to mature. Grass is
also very abundant everywhere in this region, and there is no doubt but
H. Doc. 169-4
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that stocK raising can be made a great success there, provided al ways
that silos are built in which to store a sufficient amount of winter
forage. The region about Kenai appeared to me to afford excellent
opportunities for experimentation. The settlement is somewhat iso lated. Boats plying on tlie inlet do not touch there unless they have
business. The only store in the place is kept by the .Alaska Commercial Company, and it affords only such articles as are required by
the native population. There are two salmon canneries on the Kenai
River, a mile or more from the settlement. One is owned by the .Alaska,
Packers' Association and the other by the Steam Whaling Oompany.
But if it can be demonstrated that farming can be carried on successfully uere, settlers will probably find this region more attractive than
most other places on the coast. I therefore recommend that ground
be broken for an experiment station a.t this place next spring, and that
a thorough te t be made of the capabilities of the soil and clima,te to
produce garden and. field crops.
DIFFIOULTIES ENCOUNTERED.

Tlle chief difficulty that I encountered in making my investigations
wa tllat of getting about from place to place. The seacoast h; extensi e, the population scanty, and the inducements for steamers to make
frequ nt vi its to the scattered towns and hamlets are but few. .As
a con quence one has little opportunity to reach any hut the regular
mail tation at which the steamships touch, and this not oftener than
once in everal weeks. · There are only two companies which run
team r we tward from Sitka, the Steam Wbaliug Company and the
la ka Commercial 1ompa11y Each runs a small steamer. The mail
boat make the round trip to Unala ka and back to Sitka once a month,
t uchin only at a few poiu ts. The .Alaska Commercial Company's
t amer Dora, a mall boat of but little over 200 tons capacity, runs
we ward fr m Juneau ancl Sitka as far as Kadiak and Tyonek, Cook
Inl t, approximately once in two weeks. .A i<le from these boats there
i, n w y of traveling in that region, with the possible exception of an
· a i nal tramps amer. When one is landed at some port touched
b he boat , be i bli 0 ed to wait till the boat returns before be can
g t ff a aio and be ha no mean of reacliing other settlements along
be oa unle he j fortunate enough to catch a passing fishing boat,
whil p int inland can be reach d only by walking through almost
bl w d . Del y of indefinite length are therefore unavoidnd pr gr
r 1 w wheu many 1 Iaces are to be visite,l. It
b
r 1
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chief obstacle to the conversion of these favorable ·spots into productive farms is the dense growth of timber. There are, however, many
places where no timber grows which can be put under cultivation without great expense. Such places are usually covered by a heavy growth
of grass, which can be utilized for the maintenance of domestic animals. As we pass westward from the Lynn Canal ports the mountains
rise higher, the valleys become larger, and the timber lighter, affording greater areas for cultivation. In the neighborhood of Yakutat are
thousands of acres that would make farm land, while in the Cook
Inlet region there are thousands of square miles that can be utilized
for agricultural purposes, and,. as already stated, I believe this region
to be more favorable for the development 0f agriculture than any other
portion of the coast country. Westward from Cook Iulet the timber
gradually disappears; grass takes the place of the forest, and thousands upon thousands of cattle could be kept here on pasture the
greater portion of the year, while feed for winter could be preserved in
silos. As a matter of fact, cattle can run out all winter in several
places in this region, as the snowfall is not heavy and does not lie
long on the ocean slope, but this practice is, of course, not to be
recommended. Here is a grand opportunity to engage in raising beef.
Nor is there any reason why Alaska should-not produce all the butter
and cheese consumed in the Territory. All that is required for the
development of these resources is (1) the immigrat,ion of -a hardy,
indu~t~ious class of people who can readily adjust themselves to the
cond1t10ns, and (2) adequate transportation facilities. Norwegians,
Swedes, Icelanders, and people from northern Europe generally who
desire to le~".'e their native countries could probably adapt themselves
to the cond1t1ons better than people from more southerly latitudes.
The climate of the coast region of Alaska is temperate aud equable.
The lowest temperature recorded at Sitka during a period of forty-five
years is -4° F. The maximum temperature registered during the
same period is 86° F. There is not much difference in the general
character of the climate along the entire coast region... It will be
noticed by reference to the map that southeastern Alaska and the
extreme point of southwestern Alaska are in nearly the same latitude55 for one and 54 for the other-while the Gulf of Alaska runs north to
tbe sixtieth parallel. The extreme distance from east to west covers 38
degrees of longitude. This vast shore liue, enormously increased by
numerous inlets and greater than the Atlantic seaboard of the United
States, is washed and tempered by the Japan Current. This current
has the same ameliorating influence on the climate of Alaska that the
Gulf Stream has on the climate of northern Europe. A given latitude
in northern Europe is, however, rather warmer than the same latitude in Alaska, for the reason that the Japan Current travels farther
and spreads over a larger area than the Gulf Stream.
THE INTERIOR.

It is believed that the interior offers still greater possibilities for the
development of agriculture than the coast region. While the winter
climate is more rigorous, the sumll}er climate is likewise warmer, and
thete is but little doubt that barley, oats, and buckwheat can be
grown there successfully in many localities, and possibly wheat and rye
also. That hardy vegetables of all kinds can be grown there is testified
to by the reports herewith submitted. It is believed that much of the
interior country can be utilized for agricultural purposes, especially in

•
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the valleys of the Yukon and Tanana, and as mining towns are built
up, farmers and gardeners would naturally find remunerative markets
for their products. .At present this region is difficult of access, but if
a railroad is constructed, as will undoubtedly be the case sometime,
whether it be from Skagway or from the head of Cook Inlet, the region
can be reached with but little expenditure of time and trouble, and a
new empire will be accessible.
INFLUENCE OF THE CHURCHES

The missionaries who are scattered all over the Territory, and who
represent the leading churches in the country, have done, and are doing,
a valuable work among the natives, not only by teaching them the
tenets of morality, but also by introducing civilized domestic life among
them, by teaching them little household arts, and by directing their
attention to the cultivation of the soil and the value of domestic animals.
Their success in gardening and stock-raising and the _example they set
in the e lines are indicated by the foregoing reports, most of which are
from mis ionaries. 'fhe priests of the Russian Church have been
e.'pecially enjoined by their bishop to aid this Department in d eveloping
agriculture in the Territory, and those among them with whom I have
ome in contact have invariably expressed their appreciation of the
ft' rts of Congress in this direction, and have dwelt upon the benefits
tbc t would r ult to the natives if they could be taught to produce
the breadstufl:'s an<l. vegetables they so sorely need.
FARMING WOULD AID THE NATIVES.

The ondition of many native settlements is becoming more pre~ariar.
the canneries increase in number and favorite
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· r
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will soon learn to take care of such crops as they find valuable. Potatoes are already pretty well distributed among them. Next to the
potato there is no vegetable tha~ the natives 3:ppreciate m~re highly
than turnips. They grow well with the expenditure of but httle labor
anc~ skill in cultivation, and yield an edible product in a -short time.
HOMESTEAD LAW.
/

The land law passed at the last session of Congress with a view to
opening Alaska for settlement is inoperative. It is so for the reason
that the country has not been surveyed, and the expense of surveying
isolated tracts under present conditions is so great that the class of
people designed to be benefited by this law can not pay it. Deputy
United States surveyors in that country charge from $15 to $20 a day,
besides traveling expenses to and fr5m the place to be surveyed. I
will not say that these charges are exorbitant considering the conditions under which they have to work, but it is impossible for a poor
man who desires to take up a homestead of 80 acres to pay such charges
to have his land marked out, in addition to other fees for the official
record. I have been informed of the case of a man near Sitka who took
up a small tract of less than 10 acres. The expenses connected there
with amounted to upward of $30 per acre, and the same will be true
everywhere else. Besides, the confusion which must necessarily follow
from irregular individual surveys, where each man establishes his lines
to suit himself, will in time lead to endless trouble. The only rational
and practicable solution of the problem is for the Government to make
the surveys. While it is probably impossible to follow the same system
of surveys employed in the States because of the mountainous character
of' the country, it would be possible to adopt an independent system.
and to survey those lands only which will have value for agricultural
uses. A commission appointed for tliis purpose could examine the
country and in general terms give the metes and bounds of such regions
as it would be desirable to survey, and then the Government should
bear tho expense of blocking out these lauds so they can be taken up
by settlers. Until this is done there is no likelihood that immigration
will be attracted to Alaska for agricultural purposes, nor even tbat
people now there will take up land to any extent. The development
of the region could be further advanced by donating the land to settlers
outright without charges of any kind. Natural conditions are sufficiently adverse, a11d they should not be made more weighty by the
addition of financial burdens. Nothing will aid the development of tbe
mineral resources of the Territory so rnu~h as the development of its
agricultural possibilities. If a permanent agricultural class is once
established there the necessities of life required by the miner will be
greatly reduced. He will not then be compelled to bring with him tons
of provisions at great expense for transportation. It will th~n be
po sible for men who have but little besides a vigorous constitution
and a pair of strong, willing arms to come to Alaska and start in as
miners at much less outlay of ready cash than is the case at present,
and if they fail to find the coveted gold tbey can make their labor
effective on the farms and help to feed others as well as themselves.
OUTLINES OF WORK FOR NEX'l' YE.AR.

The writer assume tbat the necessity for experiment stations in
Alaska is conceded, 110t only in order to ascertain fully w~at th~ possibilities are, but to discover how best to manage the peculrnr soil and
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the crops suited to it, and, in general, to gain information essential to
the success of those wb o may choose to loeate there. It is believed
that the locations already selected for such experimental work-Sitka,
Kadiak, and Kenai-will answer wen for tbe coast region. But to
accompli h any useful purpose these station;:; must be equipped for the
work. There is now absolutely not bing at these places except the land,
and nothing can be obtained there. The first thing to do is to select
and import a suitable line of implements. Neither can work animals
be obtained there, and it is even uncertain if laborers can be found
there. All of these must be brought from the States. The next step
i to provide shelter for animals and tools. It will therefore be necesary to go to work at once and build a log barn and implement shed,
and al o to build a cottage or two for the men. When this preliminary
work is completed, the work of olearing, draining, breaking, and fencing the ground must follow, and if posEiible some feed should be raised
011 the new ground before the close of the season. Lime in considerable
quantitie will be needed to neutralfae the acidity of the raw land, and
it mu t either be imported or, if practicable, burned there, if limestone is
found ac es ible. A silo mu ·t also be built and filled, and simultaneu ly with a11 this a varied assortment of crops should be grown and
tudied on a omewhat more extensive plan than that followed last year
at itka if enou ·h garden patches can be rented. This programme will
apply qually to both itka and Kenai. Both places are alike in tlie
w od , and the am pro ·e must be followed to transform them into
p riment farm . ( 1. IX, fig. 2.)
t K diak I recommend that the work for next year be confined
chi fly t the te ting of various crops, as has already been done at
it ka, r vid d tuat ultivated land can be procured for that purpose.
In acl i i n , few a r ' f ground on the 1·eservation should be broken
rmd t
mad of ev ral forage crops. Should these efforts give
,um i nt pr mi.
f fnture ucce. s, development work for a regular
t ti n Ji uld begin h y ar following.
In tb rn n im iu e tigation ·bould b marle jn regard to the
_r 1
iu the interi r, particularly along the Yukon, and: if pract1 ·ab] a
rt boul l lJ 1 rnad.e in te ting variou grain crops at differn 1I
nth l'iv r a s n a spring opens.
1
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MAIN S'.l.'ATION AT SITKA.

· If' only one station is developed the coming year, it should be the
Sitka station. It is, however, highly desirable to make a start at Kenai
also. I recommend Sitka as the headquarters because it is representative of the region known as Southeastern Alaska. It is the center of
population, the seat of government, and whatever is done there will not
only be applicable to a large extent of country with similar conditions,
but it will be accessible to the public, and the object lesson it may teach
can best be seen there by those for whose benefit the work is done, a_ll
of which I consider good and sufficient reasons for locating the headquarters at Sitka.
ASSIST.A.N'.L'S,

The prosecution of this work will require an assistant or foreman in
immediate charge of the work at each of these stations. It is desirable
that they should be men who have.had experience in practical farming,
in addition to scientific training. Their duties should be to superintend
the details of the work as well as to assist in making botanical collections, examining soils, etc. Such men are needed at any rate at Sitka
and Kenai, a11d they should be paid at a rate that will compensate them
for the isolation aml the high cost of living.
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being colder and the summers hotter with less rainfall, but during the
month of July and the first fortnight of August in 1898 the rain was
almost incessant. Gardens have been maintained quite successfully at
a number of places, and the same condition of rolling land with numerous small lakes, the margins of which are usually more or less boggy,
characterize this plateau region, which extends along the east side of
the inlet from Katchemak Bay to East Foreland. Here it crosses the
inlet and extends from West Foreland well up toward the Susbitna
River. The region is more than 100 miles long, and probably 20 miles
wide. It is timbered to some extent with spruce, birch, and cottonwood, and nearly everywhere tall-growing grasses abound, making it
an ideal grazing region.
Berries are abundant, currants and raspberries of excellent quality
being found everywhere. In addition, the baked apple berry, or moruska (Rubus chammmorus), the so-called smaller cranberry ( Vaccinium
vitis idrea), the "knesheneka" (Rubus stellatus), and the crow berry
(Empetrum nigrum) are quite common. Living specimens of a number
of these plants, especially of the currants, raspberries, and Rubus stellatus were forwarded by me in considerable quantity to the Section of
Plant Introduction of this Department. They are reported as having
been received in good condition and distributed to the best advantage.
Seeds of a number of grasses and other plants that seemed promising
were collected, and they will be given a trial to ascertain whether any
of them are of value.
Near where the camp was pitched for a considerable time was a low
sand ridge or sea wall that had been thrown up by the tides and waves.
This is nearly covered by four species of plants, all of which must prove
sand binders of no little value. Both herbarium material and seeds of
t;bese plants, which are Elymiis mollis, Poa glumaris, Oarex macrocephala,
and Lathyrus maritirnus aleuticus, were collected. These plants were
abundant; their roots were long and thickly matted, so that they effectua1ly held the sand on an exposed situation against the tides,which here
are of great height. After a storm of considerable severity a small portion
of the ridge was washed away, exposing a tangled mass of roots and
root stocks to a depth _of at least 8 feet. The value of these plants for
binding shifting sands is certainly worth further investigation.
In continuing the botanical collection begun in 1897, considerable
progress was made and the list of numbers was increased to over 800.
Some of this material has been determined, but the bulk of it remains to
be studied. It is hoped that tbe office work will soon admit ofcompleting
the study of this very interesting collection, so that a report may be
made upon it. The collection has already yielded several new and
interesting species, and will probably aid in solving other disputed or
uncertain points regarding the flora of the region. One of the most
interestiug collections made was an abundance of material of a birch
that is very common in the upper part of the Cook Inlet country.
This birch has apparently not been reported before. Whether it proves
an undescribed species or an Asiatic form remains to be determined.
It is associated by another very characteristic species that seems also
unknown. The probable addition of two species to our arborescent
flora is quite interesting.
Based upon the recommendation made in my previous report, a
Pre idential proclamation was i sued by which ground was reserved at
Kadiak for tation purposes. This tract was surveyed during the past
summer by the special agent in charge and he bas no doubt reported
upon this subject.
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Reviewing the report made a year ago and in the light of a second
season's observations, I am still satisfied with the recommendations
there made and I wish to repea,t what has been previously stated that
Alaska ha 'agricultural possibilities of no low order, and with proper
cultivation it will be possible to supply many of the local demands
with products now brought from Puget Sound and other distant regions.
Respectfully submitted.
WALTER, H. Ev ANS .
Wa hington, D. O., ,Tanuary 6, 1899.
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.K0TE.-The number of years during which observations were made continuously is given und er the heading '' Years." The total number of months, exclush-e of the
whole years, is given under the heading '· Months. " * R ussian series. t Signal Service. t Means from 1889-1896, inclusiYe, used; means prior to that time not computed.
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